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Abstract
Arctic sea ice plays a central role in the Earth’s climate. Changes in the sea ice on seasonal-
to-interannual timescales impact ecosystems, populations and a growing number of stake-
holders. A prerequisite for achieving better sea ice predictions is a better understanding of
the underlying mechanisms of sea ice predictability.
In the first part of the thesis, we investigate the seasonal-to-interannual Arctic sea ice
predictability in so-called "perfect-model" experiments performed with six different global
climate models, exploring the model ability to predict itself up to 3 years in advance if
the initial conditions were exactly known. Robust mechanisms for reemergence of sea ice
skill are highlighted, i.e. increases in predictability in sea ice properties after an initial loss.
Similar pan-Arctic winter sea ice extent reemergence is found for HadGEM1.2, GFDL-CM3
and E6F, while a sea ice volume persistence from 1 to 3 years is confirmed for all models.
Robust similarities in winter sea ice extent predictability reemergence in the GIN seas and
Baffin Bay are found even though models have distinct background sea ice states. A robust
summer sea ice volume skill reemergence is also found in the Barents, Kara and Chukchi
seas. An in-depth analysis of the regional sea ice predictability in EC-Earth2.3 suggests that
Arctic basins can be classified according to three distinct regimes. The central Arctic drives
most of the pan-Arctic sea ice volume persistence. In peripheral seas, we find predictability
for the sea ice extent in winter associated with ocean thermal anomalies persistence, but low
predictability throughout the rest of the year. The Labrador Sea stands out as the region
with sea ice predictability extending the longest, i.e. up to 1.5 years, the reemergence of
predictability in winter being driven by the advection of heat content anomalies along the
subpolar gyre.
The potential predictability experiments provide a reference of the upper level of skill that
could be achieved in real predictions if the model represented perfectly the real world, and
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perfect and complete observations were able to initialize the predictions. In real predictions,
however, forecast errors appear due to inconsistencies between the initial states of the differ-
ent model components on one hand and due to the development of the inherent model biases
on the other hand. This thesis thus identifies and quantifies the contribution of initial con-
dition inconsistencies and systematic model errors to the forecast model errors in two sets of
seasonal forecasts (May and November initialized, respectively) produced with EC-Earth3.2
during the first forecast month. After 24 (19) days, the inherent model biases become the
largest contributor to the forecast error for the May (November) initialized forecasts, while
the initial inconsistency dominates in the previous days. This initial inconsistency is mostly
associated to a mismatch between the sea ice and ocean initial conditions, with a marginal
role associated to differences with the atmosphere, and its effect can be seen in the Greenland
Sea and the Baffin Bay, in particular in November. The development of both types of errors
is sensitive to the month of initialization: the initial shock is more pronounced in November
than in May because the initial ocean is warmer and less consistent with the initial sea ice
cover. Furthermore, in both cases, the initial shock leads to sea ice melting, but, unlike
in May, in November it happens while sea ice is expanding. These findings highlight the
importance of looking at high frequency data to disentangle the evolution of errors within
the first forecast month.
To study how to minimize the initial shocks and the model drift while maximizing the
observational information provided at initialization to the model, the last part of the thesis
aims at comparing three seasonal forecast systems. These systems are based on EC-Earth and
initialized through three different strategies for the sea ice and ocean components: (1) using
both the sea ice and ocean initial conditions from a native reconstruction that assimilates
ORAS4 temperature and salinity with a weak surface restoring coefficient, (2) taking the sea
ice initial conditions from the same reconstruction as in 1 and the oceanic initial conditions
from ORAS4 and (3) the same as in 1 but using a stronger restoring coefficient towards
ORAS4. The focus is set on evaluating the impact of these methodological choices on the
sea ice biases and skill. Initialization leads to reduced sea ice biases for the three systems
which have not reached yet the model attractor after seven months. Initialization strategy
2 induces an initial shock because of a too warm polar surface ocean in ORAS4 for the
reconstructed sea ice initial conditions, the forecast system recovering from the shock in less
than 20 days. For strategy 3, a strong ocean nudging towards ORAS4 produces a too warm
ocean and a sea ice deficit, which pushes the forecast to have initial biases of opposite signs
from the inherent model state. The forecast rapidly drifts and the sea ice shortage is reverted
while a cold bias develops in less than one month in agreement with the model attractor.
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For the prediction initialized using method 1, no shocks are observed, and it converges faster
towards the systematic model error, since it is initially closer to the attractor. The sea ice
errors of strategies 2 and 3 converge in less than a month, demonstrating the role of the
ocean initial conditions (which are very close one to another) in driving the sea ice biases.
The lowest sea ice concentration bias in both DJF and MAM was found in the Atlantic sector
for the forecast using strategy 3, while in the Pacific sector for strategy 2. Regarding the
sea ice prediction skill, no significant differences appear between the three forecast systems.
However all three show significantly higher skill than the historical experiment for predicting
the pan-Arctic sea ice extent during the first two forecast months. For the individual regions,
the Labrador Sea stands out as the only basin with a significant added value of initialization
during the whole prediction (7 months), whereas only about 3 months of added-value are
detected in the peripheral basins.
xi

Resumen
El hielo marino del Ártico juega un papel central en el clima de la Tierra. Los cambios en
el hielo marino en escalas temporales estacionales a interanuales afectan a los ecosistemas,
las poblaciones y un número creciente de sectores socio-económicos (como el transporte
marino, o el turismo). Para lograr mejores predicciones de hielo marino se necesita una
mejor comprensión de los mecanismos subyacentes de su predictibilidad.
En la primera parte de la tesis, investigamos la predictibilidad del hielo marino del
Ártico en escalas de tiempo estacional a interanual en los llamados experimentos de "modelo
perfecto" realizados con seis modelos climáticos globales diferentes, en los que se explora la
capacidad de cada modelo para predecirse a sí mismo (hasta 3 años en el futuro) si se tuvieran
unas condiciones iniciales perfectas. El análisis multimodelo ha permitido identificar distintos
mecanismos de reemergencia de la predictibilidad del hielo marino, es decir, un aumento de
la predictibilidad en las propiedades del hielo marino después de una pérdida inicial. Por
ejemplo, se ha encontrado una reemergencia similar para la predictibilidad de la extensión del
hielo marino panártico de invierno en HadGEM1.2, GFDL-CM3 y E6F, mientras que para
el volumen de hielo marino todos los modelos muestran una clara persistencia de 1 a 3 años.
A escala regional, hemos encontrado similitudes sólidas en el resurgimiento de la predicción
de la extensión del hielo marino invernal en los mares GIN y la Bahía de Baffin a pesar de
que los modelos tienen estados climatológicos de hielo marino distintos. En los mares de
Barents, Kara y Chukchi también se encuentra un resurgimiento robusto del volumen del
hielo marino en verano. Un análisis en profundidad de la predictibilidad regional del hielo
marino en EC-Earth2.3 sugiere además que las cuencas árticas se pueden clasificar de acuerdo
con tres regímenes distintos. El Ártico central es la región que contribuye en mayor parte a
la persistencia del volumen de hielo marino panártico. En los mares periféricos, encontramos
predictibilidad para la extensión del hielo marino en invierno asociada con la persistencia de
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anomalías térmicas oceánicas, pero poca predictibilidad durante el resto del año. El Mar de
Labrador destaca como la región con la predictibilidad del hielo marino que se extiende por
más tiempo, es decir, hasta 1.5 años, y el resurgimiento de la predictibilidad en invierno se
debe a la advección de anomalías en el contenido de calor procedentes del giro subpolar del
Atlántico Norte. Los experimentos de predictibilidad potencial proporcionan una referencia
del nivel superior de la habilidad de predicción que se podría lograr en predicciones reales
si el modelo representara perfectamente el mundo real, y se dispusiera de observaciones
perfectas y completas para inicializar las predicciones. Sin embargo, en las predicciones reales
las condiciones iniciales incluyen grandes incertidumbres que pueden limitar la capacidad
predictiva. Además, errores de predicción también pueden aparecer, por ejemplo, debido a
inconsistencias entre los estados iniciales de las diferentes componentes del modelo, y también
debido al desarrollo de sesgos inherentes al modelo.
La segunda parte de esta tesis identifica y cuantifica la contribución de las inconsistencias
de las condiciones iniciales y los errores sistemáticos del modelo a los errores en el primer
mes de predicción en dos sistemas de predicciones estacionales (inicializados en mayo y
noviembre, respectivamente) producidos con EC-Earth3.2. Después de 4 (19) días, el error
sistemático del modelo se convierte en el mayor contribuyente al error de predicción para
las predicciones inicializadas en mayo (noviembre), mientras que la inconsistencia inicial
domina en los días anteriores. Esta inconsistencia inicial se asocia principalmente a un
desajuste entre las condiciones iniciales del hielo marino y del océano, con un papel marginal
asociado a las diferencias con la atmósfera. Su efecto se manifiesta principalmente en el Mar
de Groenlandia y la Bahía de Baffin, y en particular en noviembre. El desarrollo de ambos
tipos de errores es sensible al mes de inicialización: el choque inicial es más pronunciado
en noviembre que en mayo porque el océano inicial es más cálido y menos consistente con
la cubierta inicial de hielo marino. Además, en ambos casos, el choque inicial conduce al
derretimiento del hielo marino, pero, a diferencia de mayo, en noviembre ocurre mientras el
hielo marino se expande, lo que acelera su desarrollo. Este análisis ha sido posible gracias a
la disponibilidad de productos observacionales con resolución diaria con los que caracterizar
los errores y su evolución a lo largo del primer mes de predicción. Para estudiar cómo
minimizar los choques iniciales y la deriva del modelo mientras se maximiza la información
observacional proporcionada en la inicialización del modelo, la última parte de la tesis tiene
como objetivo comparar tres sistemas de predicción estacionales con el modelo EC-Earth.
Los tres sistemas se diferencian en las estrategias utilizadas para la inicialización de sus
componentes de hielo marino y de océano: (1) utilizando para ambas componentes condi-
ciones iniciales de una reconstrucción nativa que asimila la temperatura y la salinidad de
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ORAS4 con un coeficiente de restauración superficial débil, (2) tomando las condiciones
iniciales de hielo marino de la misma reconstrucción que en 1 y las condiciones iniciales
oceánicas de ORAS4, y (3) lo mismo que en 1 pero usando un coeficiente de restauración
más fuerte hacia ORAS4. El objetivo principal es evaluar el impacto de estas 3 metodologías
en los errores de predicción y la capacidad predictiva del hielo marino. Comparados con sim-
ulaciones históricas no inicializadas, los tres sistemas de predicción muestran menores errores
en el hielo marino durante los siete meses de predicción, lo que indica que el modelo no ha
alcanzado aún su atractor. La estrategia de inicialización 2 provoca un choque inicial de-
bido a que el océano inicial (ORAS4) está demasiado cálido en el Ártico para mantener
las condiciones iniciales de hielo marino en la reconstrucción, aunque los efectos del choque
desaparecen en menos de 20 días. Para la estrategia 3, la asimilación fuerte del océano
hacia ORAS4 produce también un océano sensiblemente cálido, en este caso acompañado
de condiciones también bajas de hielo marino. Las predicciones revierten rápidamente este
estado de bajo hielo marino debido al efecto del error sistemático del modelo, que es de
signo opuesto y domina el error de la predicción en menos de un mes. Para la predicción
inicializada usando el método 1 no se observan choques, y converge más rápidamente hacia
el error sistemático del modelo, ya que inicialmente está más cerca del atractor. Los errores
de hielo marino de las estrategias 2 y 3 convergen en menos de un mes, lo que demuestra el
papel de las condiciones iniciales del océano (que están muy cerca para las dos estrategias)
en la evolución de los errores de predicción de hielo marino. El error más bajo de concen-
tración de hielo marino en Diciembre-Enero-Febrero y Marzo-Abril-Mayo se encontró en el
sector Atlántico para la predicción que utiliza la estrategia 3, mientras que en el sector del
Pacífico para la estrategia 2. Con respecto a la capacidad de predicción del hielo marino, no
aparecen diferencias significativas entre los tres sistemas de predicción. Sin embargo, los tres
muestran una capacidad significativamente mayor que el experimento histórico para predecir
la extensión del hielo marino panártico durante los primeros dos meses de predicción. Para
las regiones individuales, el Mar de Labrador destaca como la única cuenca con un valor
añadido significativo por la inicialización durante toda la predicción (7 meses), mientras que
solo se detectan aproximadamente 3 meses de valor añadido en las cuencas periféricas.
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Septentrionalium Terrarum, the first map of the Arctic. Version of 1623 of the illustration
of Gerardus Mercator.
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The ancient exploration of new lands share some similarities with the research that scien-
tists carry out nowadays. Unlike scientists, the navigators’ motivations to explore the Arctic
were however to gain wealth and reputation. Sea ice observations exist since the man started
to sail the Arctic margins and exploit its resources: from commercial whaling or walrus hunt-
ing in the 1600s to coal mining on Spitsbergen Island (1899) and the most recent oil drilling.
Although the earliest data collected from ship logbooks and diaries correspond to 1750 (Divine
and Dick, 2007), continuous records of the position of the Arctic sea ice margins have been
gathered only since approximately 1850 (Walsh, 1978; Walsh et al., 2017). Records of sea ice
edge, for example, have been produced interpreting sea ice charts from the Danish Meteoro-
logical Institute (Underhill et al., 2014). Sea ice information from 47 million years ago to the
last millennium is mostly obtained through proxy records (Polyak et al., 2010), such as the
sea salt in the ice cores (e.g. Grumet et al., 2001; Kinnard et al., 2006), the quartz content
in the sediment (Eiríksson et al., 2000) or a combination of ice cores and tree ring records
(Fauria et al., 2010). However, proxies tend to be insufficient and discontinuous in time
and space. Historical records, such as the observations of drift ice by the Iceland inhabitants
in the last 1200 years have been used to build a sea ice index (Ogilvie, 1996). Widespread
continuous Arctic sea ice measurements only began in 1978 with the launching of the Scan-
ning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) flown on Nimbus 7 (Cavalieri et al.,
2003; Gloersen and Campbell, 1988). Since then, our understanding of the climate system
has amazingly evolved (Yang et al., 2013). These observations have allowed to document a
drastic shrinking of the Arctic sea ice cover.
The fast decline of the Arctic sea ice in the last few decades (Stroeve and Notz, 2018)
has fostered human activity in the North Pole in sectors such as the maritime transport,
the fishery, oil and mineral exploitation or the eco-tourism. Maritime cargo transportation
companies are aware of the huge saving in both time and money that the Northwest Passage
and the Northern Sea route represent as alternatives to the Panama Canal and the Suez
Canal routes, correspondingly. Recent studies have projected an increase in the number of
maritime routes and the ships going through them over the next decades in parallel with
the significant summer sea ice reduction (Melia et al., 2016; Smith and Stephenson, 2013;
Stephenson et al., 2011). Access to new sites will allow the extraction and transportation of
oil and minerals (Monitoring et al., 2011), while climate change will certainly affect the dis-
tribution of fisheries (Lam et al., 2016). Arctic eco-tourism has received a lot of attention in
the last 20 years due to the advances of transport means, but associated risks for these trips
have also increased (Hall and Saarinen, 2010). The number of people going to the Arctic has
steadily grown, and it is projected to continue increasing (Maher, 2016). Indigenous popu-
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lations are also affected by the changes in sea ice cover, mainly in relation to transportation
and shoreline exposure, the latter leading to hazards for the waterfront infrastructure (Meier
et al., 2014). All these new activities in the Arctic will also cause new impacts on its cli-
mate (Huntington et al., 2007), such as the permafrost degradation or the change in drainage
patterns (derived from new human constructions). These emerging socio-economic activities
and the new public risks caused by the changing climate call for actionable and trustworthy
climate predictions in the Arctic region, including reliable predictions of the Arctic sea ice
edge.
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Introduction
1.1 A changing Arctic climate
The global surface air temperature (SAT) increase of the last decades is mostly a response
to the increasing atmospheric greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations (e.g., Mitchell et al.,
1995; Washington and Meehl, 1996). This temperature increase has been faster and more
pronounced in the Arctic than in the rest of the planet (e.g., Bekryaev et al., 2010; Hinzman
et al., 2013; Overland et al., 2004; Serreze and Francis, 2006). The ratio of Arctic warming
to tropical warming is known as Arctic amplification (AA; Huang et al., 2017; Manabe and
Stouffer, 1980; Pithan and Mauritsen, 2014; Serreze et al., 2009; Serreze and Barry, 2011).
AA results mostly from two major contributions. First, the positive surface albedo feedback:
when the sea ice and snow on top of it melt, the surface albedo decreases, which in turn
increases the amount of energy absorbed by the surface, further enhancing sea ice melt (Hall,
2004; Kashiwase et al., 2017). The second contributor is the lapse-rate feedback, which is
positive in the Arctic, and that is associated to an uneven warming of the lower and upper
stratosphere under stable stratification conditions, which acts to reduce the outgoing long-
wave radiation and thus to enhance the surface warming (e.g., Goosse et al., 2018; Stuecker
et al., 2018). These are, however not the only factors behind AA. Other important factors
are the increase in downwelling longwave radiation following the increase in GHGs (Kapsch
et al., 2016; Notz and Stroeve, 2016), the increase in cloud cover (Jun et al., 2016) or the
changes in oceanic heat content (Carmack et al., 2015; Ivanov et al., 2016). Further factors
are still debated (Stuecker et al., 2018).
The rapid Arctic warming has contributed to substantial melting of sea ice (Comiso et al.,
2008; Stroeve et al., 2007; Stroeve and Notz, 2018; Stroeve et al., 2012; Vaughan et al., 2013).
On September 18, 2019, the Arctic sea ice extent dropped to 4.15 million square kilometres
(Fig. 1.1), the second lowest summer minimum in the satellite record since measurements
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started in 1979. Likewise, on March 7, 2017, the Arctic sea ice extent dropped to 14.41
million square kilometres, a new record low winter maximum extent. These record lows
follow a long list of record winter (2015, 2016) and summer (2007, 2012, 2016) Arctic sea ice
lows. An increasing attention is being drawn towards the sea ice melting processes since the
debate on the timing of an ice-free Arctic is still open (e.g., Jahn, 2018; Notz and Marotzke,
2012; Notz and Stroeve, 2018; Perovich et al., 2007; Screen and Deser, 2019; Sigmond et al.,
2018; Tsamados et al., 2015). Given the record low sea ice conditions of the recent winters,
the discussion on the reduced winter sea ice growth has also increased (e.g., Petty et al., 2018;
Stroeve et al., 2018). Arctic sea ice loss is not exclusively linked to the effect of radiative
forcing, with internal climate variability playing also a paramount role (Day et al., 2012;
Zhang, 2015), accounting for 30 to 50% of the Arctic sea ice decline in the period 1979-2014
(Ding et al., 2017). Likewise, internal variability will be a key factor in the near-term future
of the Arctic, influencing the timing of the first ice-free summer (Jahn, 2018).
Predicting this, and other local dramatic reductions in sea ice cover is of paramount
importance not only for the region, but also beyond the Arctic, via several teleconnection
mechanisms, which are climate variability links between two distant regions.
Figure 1.1: Arctic sea ice on September 18, 2019. Source: NASA (https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/
4757).
1.2 Impact on the mid-latitude climate and weather
Sea ice is a major component of the climate system, which acts as an insulating layer,
damping heat, mass and momentum exchanges between atmosphere and ocean, and affecting
substantially the Earth’s albedo and therefore the amount of solar radiation absorbed by the
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Earth. It also affects the Atlantic thermohaline circulation/Atlantic meridional overturning
circulation (AMOC; e.g. Mikolajewicz et al., 2005) through the effect of buoyancy fluxes
on the North Atlantic deep-water-formation rate. Sea ice is, on the one hand, sensitive to
small external perturbations (e.g. changes in surface temperatures or radiative forcing) but
also, on the other hand, associated with a series of important feedbacks (e.g., Ebert and
Curry, 1993; Goosse et al., 2018), such as the aforementioned positive ice-albedo feedback,
which acts to amplify initial perturbations of the sea ice conditions (Hansen et al., 1984) or
the negative ice-growth thickness feedback (Bitz and Roe, 2004). Therefore, sea ice acts not
only as an early indicator of climate change but also as an amplifier of climatic perturbations
(e.g., Serreze and Barry, 2011; Vihma, 2014).
At seasonal-to-interannual timescales, observations, reanalysis and model experiments
have shown that sea ice may influence the climate of mid and high latitude regions (e.g., Deser
et al., 2010; Francis and Vavrus, 2012; Liu et al., 2012; Yang and Christensen, 2012). The
simplest case of a remote effect (or linkage) would be when positive temperature anomalies
generated in the Arctic due to sea ice melting are propagated horizontally by the atmospheric
circulation (Serreze et al., 2009). Other proposed remote impacts are mediated via the
stratosphere, through an effect on planetary-scale waves (Nakamura et al., 2016), or even
by causing a reorganization in the tropical convection that triggers an anticyclonic response
over the North Pacific (Cvijanovic et al., 2017). It is important to note that the underlying
mechanisms are not purely linear, and the processes involved do not necessarily follow a
cause-and-effect chain (Overland et al., 2016). Future changes in the mid-latitude climate
and weather could also be linked to the tropics (e.g. Peings et al., 2018; Zappa and Shepherd,
2017).
The most studied linkages/effects associated to the Arctic sea ice decline are: (1) a
potential increase in snowfall over Canada, Alaska and Siberia (Cohen et al., 2012; Deser
et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2012); (2) a weakening of the mid-latitude westerlies (Outten and
Esau, 2012) (which help maintaining a warm European climate by transporting heat from
the Atlantic); (3) a potential increase in winter cold spells (Bellprat et al., 2016; Cohen
et al., 2012; Honda et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2012; Petoukhov and Semenov, 2010; Yang and
Christensen, 2012); (4) a potential cooling of the polar vortex (Kim et al., 2014); (5) a
poleward shift and strengthening of the subtropical jet (Fu and Lin, 2011); (6) a decline of
the AMOC (Sévellec et al., 2017), which might lead to a generalized decrease in temperature
over Europe (Jackson et al., 2015). Fig. 1.2 illustrates some of the most important potential
responses to sea ice loss. Although most of the recent studies have focused on winter and
autumn sea ice reduction impact, this affects all seasons, including summer. For example,
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Arctic sea ice changes might drive European summer precipitation (Screen, 2013). Although
not necessarily as a consequence of the Arctic sea ice decline, AA has been seen to influence
substantially the mid-latitude summer circulation by weakening the storm tracks (Coumou
et al., 2018). Polar to mid-latitudes linkages have been proven to be useful even to understand
the origin of some extreme climate events (e.g. Acosta Navarro et al., 2019; Cohen et al.,
2014). The potential increase in frequency of these extreme mid-latitude climate and weather
events might affect millions of people in coming decades.
The atmospheric response to sea ice changes strongly depends on the background state
of the atmosphere (Balmaseda et al., 2010). However, the observational record is relatively
short and the atmospheric noise relatively large to be able to detect such an impact of sea
ice. Besides that, the remote responses to Arctic sea ice decline are uncertain and hard to be
confirmed (Screen, 2013), with a lack of consistency between modelling studies (Screen et al.,
2018). Simulating faithfully the sea ice processes realistically is the first step to guarantee
that the teleconnection mechanisms represented in the models are also realistic.
Arctic
sea ice
Atlantic Ocean overturning circulation (–)
Troposphere
Stratosphere
Polar vortex (–)
Subtropical jet (+)
Tropical deep
convection (+)
Mid-latitude
westerlies (–)
Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the potential climate response to Arctic sea-ice loss.
An illustrative cross-section from the North Pole to the Equator. Major atmospheric and oceanic
circulation features that are weakened by Arctic sea-ice loss are shown by blue arrows and labelled
with minus signs, and those that are strengthened by Arctic sea-ice loss are shown by red arrows
and labelled with plus signs. Red/orange shading indicates regions of greatest warming in response
to sea-ice loss. Source: Screen et al. (2018).
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1.3 Sea ice processes
The processes acting on sea ice can be divided into two categories: thermodynamical pro-
cesses, which involve the transfer of heat and direct effects from the radiative fluxes, and
dynamical processes, which can move and deform the sea ice.
Within the first category, the thermodynamical processes, the most important is the
reflection of incoming solar radiation, which is controlled by the sea ice albedo. Sea ice not
only has an albedo (or reflective capacity) that is much higher than for open water, it also
provides a surface on which snow can accumulate, which in most cases further increases the
albedo and therefore the amount of reflected solar radiation toward the atmosphere. During
the melting season, melt ponds appear, which are pools of water that form on the sea ice
surface. As melting progresses, the ponds deepen and extend and much of the thin ice melts
completely, exposing a bigger area of the dark ocean and thus reducing effectively the total
sea ice albedo. This is additionally relevant because of the heat capacity of the ocean is
much larger than that of the sea ice, and can therefore potentially absorb larger amounts
of energy. A substantial part of the ocean-atmosphere heat exchanges include latent heat
fluxes from evaporation, whereas latent heat fluxes from ice sublimation are negligible in the
ice-atmosphere heat exchanges. Finally, among the sea ice thermodynamical processes we
also have to account for the conduction of heat within the sea ice layer.
Salinity is a thermodynamic state variable. Together with temperature, it controls the
relative brine volume encased in the ice, which in turn affects all ice properties (thermal,
mechanical and radiative), thus influencing, e.g., the seasonal cycle of ice thickness (Vancop-
penolle et al., 2009), by affecting the growth and melt rates, e.g. a vertically-varying salinity
profile has thinner ice compared to an isosaline one (Vancoppenolle et al., 2006).
The dynamic processes are governed by different factors, like the momentum, whose
equations determine the ice motion; the rheology, which refers to the relationship between
sea ice stress (caused by floe–floe or floe–lead interactions) with the resulting large-scale
deformation of the ice cover; and the mechanical redistribution, arising from ridging and
rafting of sea ice when densely packed ice converges (Hunke et al., 2010).
A good representation of all of these processes in climate models becomes essential to
properly simulate the real climate. And what is more important in our context, it provides
the key to obtain certain predictability mechanisms.
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Figure 1.3: Idealized examples to illustrate the role played by the winter ice thickness distribution
vs winter ice volume in the determination of the summer ice area. Each graph presents a grid cell
of surface 1 m2, covered by ice over a surface S (m2, x axis), with thickness H (in m, y axis). Open
water surface is 1 − S, and the grid cell ice volume is V = S× H (m3). Each panel exhibits (top)
initial (winter) ice coverage of the grid cell and (bottom) the ice cover after a vertical melting of 1
m. Source: Chevallier and Salas y Mélia (2012).
1.4 Arctic sea ice predictability mechanisms
There exist several potential sources of Arctic sea ice predictability on seasonal to decadal
time-scales:
1. The most important is persistence. The persistence, or capacity of a given variable
or property to remain in (or close to) a given state, can be measured by the time-
scale until which its autocorrelation stays significant. It is usually interpreted as the
memory of that variable. The characteristic persistence of sea ice depends on the
variable considered. For the sea ice concentration (SIC) it is of 3-7 weeks at the local
scale while it ranges from a few months to a few years for the local sea ice thickness
(SIT); for the sea ice area (SIA) the longest time scales, from 2 to 5 months, occur
in the central Arctic, with even longer values of 4 to 10 months being associated to
the central Arctic sea ice volume (SIV; Guemas et al., 2014b). An important source
of summer sea ice predictability is what Chevallier and Salas y Mélia (2012) named
memory regime. Thanks to the memory regime, the September SIA is potentially
predictable up to 6 months in advance, using as a predictor the area covered by thick
ice. This is better a predictor than simple persistence, for instance. Indeed, only the
thickest ice present in May survives the melt season. Fig. 1.3 illustrates sea ice covers
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with similar volumes but different thickness which are subjected to the same forcing
and experience very different changes. More information on the potential predictability
of these idealized sea ice covers is contained in their thickness rather than in their total
SIV or total SIA.
2. Reemergence is a phenomenon in which anomalies of a given variable during one season
(or month) are positively correlated with anomalies of the same variable during another
season (or month), despite a loss of correlation in-between. Blanchard-Wrigglesworth
et al. (2011a) highlighted a melt-to-freeze season reemergence which occurs between
pairs of months from different seasons but where the ice edge is in a similar position
(e.g., May and December; Fig. 1.4) and is due to persistence of Sea Surface Tem-
perature (SST) anomalies. When the sea ice edge returns to the same vicinity as the
preceding spring, the SST anomaly "inherited" from the original sea ice area anomaly
has an influence on the rate at which sea ice forms again in that vicinity. Note that
this mechanism could be taken as a predictability mechanism coming from ocean, but
we have preferred to differentiate. They also highlighted a freeze-to-melt reemergence
mechanism which also occurs between pairs of months where the sea ice edge has close
positions and is due to the persistence of sea ice thickness anomalies. In this mech-
anism, a positive (negative) SIA anomaly in the growth season is associated with an
early (late) date of freeze up, locally creating a positive (negative) SIT anomaly at the
sea ice edge that slows down (accelerates) the sea ice retreat during the next spring
when it reaches the same vicinity and is therefore associated with a local positive (neg-
ative) SIA anomaly. Day et al. (2014) confirmed this mechanism in the HadGEM1.2
model.
3. Advection of sea-ice anomalies by the mean Arctic circulation can also provide ad-
ditional predictability over simple persistence. The mean Arctic sea-ice circulation is
characterized by an anticyclonic gyre in the Beaufort Sea and a cyclonic gyre of smaller
extent in the Laptev Sea. At their frontiers appears the Transpolar Drift Stream
(Sokolov, 1962). Gudkovich (1961a,b) described two types of circulation. In the anti-
cyclonic regime, the area of the Beaufort gyre increases and the area of the Laptev gyre
shrinks; the Transpolar Drift Stream originates from the Laptev, East Siberian and
Chukchi Seas and transports ice toward the Greenland Sea. In the cyclonic regime, a
contraction of the Beaufort gyre occurs simultaneously with an expansion of the Laptev
gyre; the Transpolar Drift Stream slows down and its entrance shifts toward the Beau-
fort Sea. The cyclonic regime is associated with a larger sea-ice export through Fram
Strait because the exported ice is thicker than in the anticyclonic regime (Polyakov
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Figure 1.4: Left panel: Correlations values for all months and all lags for the sea ice area
of CCSM3 model. Months along the x axis indicate the month whose anomaly (predictand) is
correlated with the month’s anomaly along the y axis (predictor), from lags of 0 months (thus values
of 1 along the diagonal) to 23 months. January and February data have been duplicated for ease of
following structures through winter. Right panel: Mean annual cycle of sea ice area in millions of
square kilometres in the CCSM ensemble run for 2001–30. The arrows are used to illustrate pairs
of months that show high correlation values in their sea ice area anomalies. The black arrows show
pairs of months during the summer limb of memory seen in left panel: (1) August–September, (2)
July–October, (3) June–November, and (4) May–December. The gray arrows represent pairs of
months with memory reemergence in the winter limb: (A), January with April; (B), December with
June; (C), November with July; and (D) late summer (July–October) with the following September.
Source: Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al. (2011a).
et al., 1999). Karklin (1977) proposed a periodicity of 6–7 years in the ice drift and the
circulation regimes, which could then provide predictability in the sea-ice conditions
on decadal time-scales.
4. Sea ice predictability can also arise from the ocean, which has a long memory, involving
seasonal, interannual, decadal and multidecadal time scales, which makes it an impor-
tant source of climate variability (e.g. (Boer, 2004)). Heat advection along the North
Atlantic Current strongly influences the Arctic sea ice conditions, in particular in the
Atlantic sector, with a delay of a few years (e.g., Furevik, 2001; Vinje, 2001). Another
example would be the warm water inflow through the Bering Strait (Fig. 1.5), which,
e.g., accounted for about one-third of the sea-ice melt in 2007 (Woodgate et al., 2010).
5. The atmosphere can also exert an important influence on Arctic sea ice variability.
However, because of its low predictive capacity beyond 1 or 2 weeks, its potential as
a source of sea ice predictability is usually constrained to that short horizon (Guemas
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et al., 2014b).
All these mechanisms, when well reproduced in models, can provide predictability. Ca-
pabilities of current dynamical prediction systems will be discussed in the following section.
Figure 1.5: Circulation of the surface water (blue), intermediate Pacific Water (blue arrow sur-
rounded by pink), and Atlantic Water (red) of the Arctic Ocean. Source: Carmack et al. (2015).
1.5 State-of-the-art of climate prediction
Due to the chaotic nature of the atmosphere, it is not possible to predict the weather at a
set location more than 2 weeks ahead. But useful information can be achieved beyond that
horizon. As opposed to weather forecasts, climate predictions inform us about the likelihood
of shifts from the normal climatic conditions of a certain region for periods ranging between a
month and several years (e.g., Doblas-Reyes et al., 2013). The large-scale circulation modes
such as the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) or the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)
are important sources of seasonal forecast skill in the mid-latitudes (Doblas-Reyes et al., 2003;
Jin et al., 2008; Scaife et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2009), while the ocean variability, in particular
in the North Atlantic is a major source for multi-year predictions (also referred to as decadal
predictions (García-Serrano et al., 2015; Meehl et al., 2014; Yeager et al., 2018)). However,
the skill achieved in these prediction systems over the continents is still rather modest. For
example, skill arising from the ENSO region barely translates into predictive capacity over
other mid-latitude regions, although it shows some potential for predicting specific events in
certain regions, like the occurrence of hot days over Eastern North America (McKinnon et al.,
2016). These limitations might reflect model difficulties in representing the teleconnection
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mechanisms that enable the impacts over land, which some studies suggest that may have
weakened over the past 30 years (e.g., Kam et al., 2014) and will continue doing so in a
warmer future climate (Meehl et al., 2006). Other studies point to an absence of stationarity
in the ENSO response on European and Mediterranean rainfall (Ineson and Scaife, 2009;
Knippertz et al., 2003), something that might also affect other modes of variability and
regions, including the Arctic, which is changing substantially since the early 2000s (Meier
et al., 2014).
Brief history of seasonal forecasting of sea ice Seasonal predictions as we know them
nowadays, which focus on time horizons from 1 month to slightly over than 1 year, started
in the 70s, with scientists aiming at predicting the ENSO variability (Quinn, 1974; Wyrtki
et al., 1976). In the 80s, the first statistical models were applied to simulate specifically
the sea ice and to investigate its predictability (e.g. Johnson et al., 1985; Lemke et al.,
1980; Walsh, 1980). Sea ice modelling improved significantly between 1979 and the early 90s
(e.g. Barry et al., 1993; Fleming and Semtner Jr, 1991; Hakkinen et al., 1992; Hibler III,
1979, 1980; Hibler III and Bryan, 1987; Walsh et al., 1985), which fructified in 1987 in the
first sea ice predictions performed by a non-statistical model (Polar Ice Prediction System,
Preller and Posey, 1989). These predictions were related to operational activities, with clear
economic purposes, and aligned with the latest computational advances at the time. Models
continued improving, but it was not until the beginning of the 2000s that the attention on
seasonal Arctic sea ice predictions increased again. The availability of two decades of good
quality satellite observations, together with the development of the first global circulation
models, allowed scientists to identify a pronounced decline in Arctic sea ice, and to associate
it to the accelerated increase in GHG concentrations, respectively. The study of observations
also allowed to investigate the link between atmospheric circulation structures and sea ice
variability, and to identify significant correlations between the Arctic Oscillation and the
summer Arctic sea ice (Rigor et al., 2002), or the NAO and the Barents sea ice extent in
winter (Sorteberg and Kvingedal, 2006). However, the fast changes in the Arctic climate
became a limitation for the statistical assumptions required in the observational studies,
almost definitely giving way to the use of dynamic models (Holland and Stroeve, 2011).
The first seasonal predictions produced with physical models were made with ocean-sea ice
models forced by atmospheric reanalyses (e.g. Kauker et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2008).
In response to the Arctic SIE record minimum of 2007, the Sea Ice Outlook (SIO) was
established in 2008 inside the program Study of Environmental Arctic Change (SEARCH).
This initiative collects and compares seasonal predictions of September Arctic SIE using a
variety of modelling, statistical and heuristic approaches (Stroeve et al., 2014). Currently, the
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production of trustworthy operational climate predictions relies on demonstrating the ability
to forecast the past. These retrospective predictions, generally referred to as hindcasts, are
evaluated against observations to assess the performance of the prediction systems, and have
shown encouraging improvements in the recent years. And further improvements can be
expected. The latest initialization techniques, including data assimilation of different ocean
and sea ice observations (e.g. Blockley and Peterson, 2018; Massonnet et al., 2015), together
with the increasing efforts in model intercomparison (e.g. ENSEMBLES1, SIPN22), augur a
promising future in the seasonal forecasting of Arctic sea ice.
1.5.1 Overview of initialization methods
Seasonal prediction skill largely relies on a good initialization of the forecast systems. The
increasing density and quality of observations for the various components of the climate
system has allowed for more accurate initial conditions (ICs) for seasonal predictions. The
recent improvements in predictive capacity of the Arctic sea ice are also related to advances
in forecast initialization techniques to phase the models with the observed climate evolution
(e.g. Bushuk et al., 2017; Collow et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2013). In particular, efforts
have been made to improve the initialization of sea ice (e.g., Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al.,
2011b; Blockley and Peterson, 2018; Dirkson et al., 2017), ocean (in particular the ocean’s top
thermal structure; e.g., Balmaseda and Anderson, 2009; Balmaseda et al., 2009), atmosphere
(Infanti and Kirtman, 2016) and land surface (Koster et al., 2010). The classic approach is to
use full-field initialization, in which the model begins from an actual observed or reanalyzed
state. This method, however, is affected by the presence of important model biases which
cause a drift in the predictions as the model transitions from observed climate towards its own
attractor (e.g. Magnusson et al., 2013; Meehl et al., 2014; Sanchez-Gomez et al., 2016). This
disagreement between model and "observed" climatology can produce initialization shocks
(Balmaseda and Anderson, 2009), and thus introduce large errors in the prediction at the
short and even the long lead times (from days to years) that need to be corrected a posteriori
under certain assumptions (e.g. that the model drift is independent of the start date; ICPO,
2011). To minimize this drift, another method usually employed is anomaly initialization, in
which the model is started from a synthetic state in which the observed anomalies are added
on top of the the mean model climate. Some studies suggest that anomaly initialization
outperforms the full-field initialization (Kröger et al., 2017), in particular over the Arctic
(Volpi et al., 2016). Others disagree and state that anomaly initialization methods might
1http://ensembles-eu.metoffice.com/
2https://atmos.uw.edu/sipn/
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not be the best options to reduce the initial shock (He et al., 2017) and that full-field
initialization provides more skilful predictions at seasonal timescales (Smith et al., 2013).
The advantages of each approach still remain unclear, and are a current matter of debate.
Regardless of the choice of full field or anomaly initialization, the particular method used to
produce the ICs can also have an impact in the development of the drift. This should be
higher (in particular for full field initialization) when initializing directly from interpolated
products from operational reanalyses, like those from the European Center for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), as the forecasts start from a climate state completely
independent from the model attractor.
A large variety of alternative techniques has been developed to assimilate observations
and/or reanalyzed products to produce in-house reconstructions (typically for the sea ice,
since the only publicly distributed sea ice reanalysis is PIOMAS) with the same models (or
components of the models) used to perform the forecasts. These go from simple approaches,
like Newtonian relaxation or nudging (Lindsay and Zhang, 2006; Tietsche et al., 2013), to
more sophisticated methods like the Ensemble Optimal Interpolation (EnOI, e.g. Dulière
and Fichefet, 2007; Stark et al., 2008) or the Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF, e.g. Evensen,
2003; Massonnet et al., 2013). One of the key advantages of the latter is its multivariate
nature, as it is designed to update consistently all ocean/atmosphere/sea ice variables after
every forecast step (as long as they are related to the assimilated variable) using model
covariances. For example, EnKF assimilation of SIC has been proven to have a positive
impact in the representation of sea ice thickness (Massonnet et al., 2013; Mathiot et al.,
2012). This technique is appropriate for nonlinear models (like the sea ice ones) and to
minimize the expected forecast drifts, although it is computationally more expensive than,
e.g., the EnOI (Blyverket et al., 2019) and the nudging. In Chapter 5, three different full-field
initialization approaches and their impact on the sea ice biases and skill will be investigated.
1.5.2 Establishing the limits in seasonal predictability
As discussed above, model initialization has still room for improvement. On top of that,
it is hard to determine whether the imperfect forecast skill obtained in most of studies
derives from the quality of initial conditions, the overall model performance, if there are
simply certain events which are themselves unpredictable because of the climate chaos or
a mixture of all of these factors. These uncertain questions can be potentially answered
thanks to perfect model predictions, in which the model is used to predict itself, instead of
predicting the real world. For this, model simulations are used as a surrogate for the real
climate. Ensemble predictions are typically initialized from a control run by introducing
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small perturbations. Potential predictability is a measure of the lack of amplification of
those perturbations, i.e. the fraction of the signal which is inherently predictable in spite of
the climate noise. Such experiments using state-of-the-art models also provide an indication
of the level of skill that could be achieved in real predictions if perfect initial conditions
were available, if all processes were perfectly represented by the models and no initialization
shocks occurred. As such, predictability estimated from perfect model approaches tends to
be larger than the one obtained in realistic retrospective predictions (e.g. Bushuk et al.,
2019). Eade et al. (2014) even suggest that current potential predictability studies may be
underestimating the true predictability for variables such the near-surface temperature, sea
level pressure and precipitation in seasonal to decadal predictions. However, Kumar et al.
(2014) argue that there is not necessarily a relationship between potential predictability and
actual predictability due to model biases (in which the potential predictability would always
represent the true upper limit of prediction skill). The initial idea triggering the use of perfect
model experiments was to estimate the inherent predictability of climate phenomena, but this
information cannot exactly be obtained: the predictability that is estimated through a model
is necessarily affected by model errors. Some climate phenomena could be more predictable
that what perfect model experiments tend to show (e.g. Scaife and Smith, 2018), but our
models are not good enough.
1.5.3 Ensemble size: a key step for more reliable climate forecasts
One key factor to better constrain forecast skill is the generation of ensemble predictions.
An ensemble prediction is a set of predictions that present the range of future climate possi-
bilities. Each single prediction is called "member", and each member starts from a slightly
different set of initial conditions. Ideally, the difference in the initial conditions is representa-
tive of the observational uncertainties, which are usually included as stochastic perturbations.
Most studies agree that increasing the number of ensemble members reduce the forecast un-
certainties and the excessive noise (Atger, 1999; Eade et al., 2014; Murphy et al., 2004),
avoiding thus to infer misleading conclusions (e.g., Ménégoz et al., 2018). This is because
for each single member only the predictable part of the signal is phased, while the rest of the
climate signal behaves like chaotic noise. Then, when averaging the different members, this
noise is removed and only the predictable signal emerges. The larger the number of mem-
bers, the more efficient the averaging process is. The limited computational resources (e.g.
Leutbecher, 2018; Palmer, 2014; Palmer et al., 2005; Tintó-Prims et al., 2018) constrains the
number of ensemble members and start years to be run though. Something to take also into
account when designing a forecast is that, although increasing the ensemble size normally
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improves the forecast skill, the skill gain is smaller for large ensemble sizes, as it depends on
the inherent predictability of the given variable (Chen et al., 2013). For these two reasons,
Hawkins et al. (2016) discussed the benefits of increasing the ensemble size: for both the
SIE and SIV, the ACC and RMSE saturate with around eight ensemble members (with the
same number of start dates; Fig. 1.6), meaning that the improvement in skill and decrease
in error are negligible after reaching a certain ensemble size.
However, the various ensemble prediction techniques do not take into account the sys-
tematic errors, that are largely model-dependent, either for the internal variability or for the
mean state. Consequently, ensemble forecasts are usually over-confident (Slingo and Palmer,
2011). Multimodel predictions tend to provide a more adequate approach to deal with these
uncertainties and are able to outperform the best single model (Dirkson et al., 2019; Hage-
dorn et al., 2005; Weigel et al., 2008). Note that some processes are modeled similarly in
all models though, which sometimes are also initialized from similar initial conditions to
forecast the same event.
Figure 1.6: Box and whisker plots showing quantiles (5, 25, 50, 75 and 95%) of RMSE in Arctic
(a) sea ice extent and (b) volume for September, for all possible choices of N (out of 16) ensemble
members. (c) Same as (a,b) for the anomaly correlation coefficient of Arctic (c) sea ice extent and
(d) volume for May as start month (September is at a lead time of 5 months). Source: Hawkins
et al. (2016).
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1.6 Climate Prediction Shortcomings
1.6.1 Sea ice models and their limitations
Climate models, and their individual components, are limited to represent the reality at
certain scales due to their too coarse resolution or their inability to reproduce important
phenomena (i.e. because certain processes are not included in the model). For example,
there are some regions as the Odden ice tongue in the Greenland Sea that are misrepre-
sented by NEMO-LIM3 (the main sea ice model used in this thesis) because none of the
hypothesized mechanisms for ice formation (e.g., cold air outbursts, instabilities of the East
Greenland Current) are represented in enough detail (Vancoppenolle et al., 2009). Another
good example would be the Northern Baffin and Hudson Bays, where there are numerous
mesoscale features, as the sea breeze, or some important processes (e.g., tides or river runoff)
which cannot be resolved or are misrepresented by NEMO-LIM3 due as well to its coarse
resolution (Vancoppenolle et al., 2009). Recently, Docquier et al. (2019) showed how increas-
ing the ocean resolution can improve the location of the Arctic sea ice edge. Regarding the
biases, Prodhomme et al. (2016) showed, however, that resolution does not necessarily have
a noticeable effect on the long-standing Arctic sea ice biases. The representation of physical
processes and characteristics like the lateral sea ice melting, the ice-atmosphere interactions,
the rheology or the melt ponds are in the spotlight of climate scientists and sea ice modellers
(Hunke et al., 2013, 2010; Notz, 2012), and improvements due to increasing resolution are
becoming real (Docquier et al., 2019; Jung et al., 2012).
Currently, typical sea ice models do not have enough resolution to represent the com-
plexity and the various types of ice which are present within a grid cell. The ice thickness
distribution (ITD) is a probability density function [usually written g(h)] that describes the
probability that the ice cover over some region R has thickness h (Bitz et al., 2001). Sea
ice models nowadays rely on a discretized form of g(h), i.e. a small number of ice categories
are defined according to their ice thickness. The processes controlling g(h) are ice growth,
melt, divergence, ridging and advection, but only ice growth, melt and ridging can lead to a
transfer of ice between thickness categories (Bitz et al., 2001). Those sea ice models which
use an ITD solve thermodynamic and dynamic equations for each sea ice category. Bitz
et al. (2001) demonstrated that thin ice grows quicker than thick ice in fall. They found
that in order to capture the effect of an ITD on the evolution of SIV, between five and ten
sea-ice thickness categories are needed.
Salinity is a crucial variable for the determination of the total heat fluxes at the ice–ocean
interface (Vancoppenolle et al., 2005, 2006). There are different ways for the sea ice models
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to represent the salinity: some of them, as the version 1 of Louvain-la-Neuve Sea Ice Model
(LIM1; LIM is embedded in the ocean modelling system NEMO) (Vancoppenolle et al., 2010),
consider the ice salinity as a constant, while others, such as version 2 (LIM2) (Bouillon et al.,
2009), include steady and simplified sea ice salinity profiles, only used while computing the
salt/freshwater flux at the ice bottom interface (Fichefet and Maqueda, 1997a), or use a
vertical linear profile evolving throughout the time, such as LIM3 (Vancoppenolle et al.,
2009).
1.6.2 Impact of the limited observational coverage
Most of our understanding of Arctic sea ice comes from satellite measurements using passive
microwave sensors which, since October 1978 (Cavalieri et al., 1996; Rayner et al., 2003),
monitor the SIC and the SIE. Before the advent of satellite imagery, only in-situ observations
and aerial snapshots were available, but these do not allow for a proper monitoring of the
continuous evolution of the pan-Arctic and regional sea ice cover. On top of that, daily SIC
measurements took ten more years to arrive (in 1988). SIT, which has more potential for
seasonal prediction (Blockley and Peterson, 2018), is even less well sampled, with gridded
observations only available for some specific periods of the year since 2010. For this reason,
model-assimilated products or reanalysis of SIT have been traditionally used for climate
studies covering the SIC observational period (e.g. Labe et al., 2018). Luckily, in the past
few years, many efforts have been devoted to enhance the observational network over the
poles (Jung et al., 2016).
The problem of shortage of satellite data adds to others such as the short operational
life span of individual satellites and their instruments (typically below a decade). The in-
homogeneity of satellite products (which need to be combined to cover longer periods) is a
problem that also affects ocean measurements (e.g., the Argo data only start in the early
2000s, Riser et al., 2016).
These limitations are important for climate predictions because satellite observations
serve for three main purposes: (1) they expand our knowledge of the climate system and
its processes (e.g. Overpeck et al., 2011); (2) they allow us to validate our retrospective
predictions (e.g. Onarheim et al., 2015), improving thus our future predictive capacity.
However, the evaluation of skill can be affected by the uncertainty of the observational prod-
ucts (Bunzel et al., 2016; Massonnet et al., 2015) against which the forecasts are evaluated,
which in the particular case of sea ice can be related, among different factors, to the specific
satellite characteristics (resolution, spectral bands, precision) or to the calibration/retrieval
algorithms (Fig. 1.7; Ivanova et al., 2014). And (3) they are a key source of information to
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be assimilated into climate models (e.g. Ghent et al., 2011) for forecast initialization. Thus,
satellite data and climate models stand as complementary tools.
Figure 1.7: Daily Arctic sea-ice area (left) and extent (right), 2012, obtained by the 11 algorithms.
Source: Ivanova et al. (2014).
1.7 Questions with incomplete answers
This introduction has given a broad overview of the physical basis and the current status of
research in seasonal Arctic sea ice prediction. From the questions that are still under debate
or unanswered in the sea ice forecasting community, those of particular interest for this PhD
thesis are:
• Are the pan-Arctic sea ice predictability mechanisms applicable on a regional perspec-
tive? Is the representation of these mechanisms model-dependent? Which are the
factors that can lead to different predictability in different models?
• How does the uncertainty in climate satellite observations affect initial conditions and
the quality of Arctic sea ice predictions? Is their effect comparable to the one of
initialization shocks? What is the nature of these shocks? Which are the regions in
which they manifest more intensely? And for how long their effect persist?
• What strategies are most efficient in minimizing initialization shocks? To what extent
these reduced initialization shocks improve the forecast sea ice biases? And do they
also lead to improved forecast skill?
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Please note that this is not an exhaustive list of all the open questions regarding Arctic
sea ice prediction, but gathers the main ones that this thesis aims to answer, at least partially.
1.8 Objectives
Sea ice prediction is a relatively novel field, in which the knowledge of the sources and mech-
anisms of predictability of the Arctic sea ice conditions is still incomplete. To understand
these sources as well as the development of forecast biases, a regional approach is needed
because their different driving mechanisms can largely depend on the location. Through a
better understanding of the different forecast biases at play and how they unfold, this thesis
aims to contribute to the development of improved forecast systems. This thesis has three
general objectives, each tackling more specific scientific sub-objectives:
1. Identifying and quantifying the sources and mechanisms of sea ice predictability both
at pan-Arctic and regional scales in a perfect model analysis.
(a) Assessing the predictability mechanisms leading to successful sea ice extent and
volume predictions for various Arctic basins in EC-Earth.
(b) Understanding how predictability at the pan-Arctic scale could be explained by
regional-scale mechanisms.
(c) Extending the evaluation of the potential predictability of Arctic sea ice to 5 ad-
ditional forecast systems, based on different General Circulation Models (GCMs).
2. Disentangling and quantifying different sources of Arctic sea ice forecast biases in a set
of retrospective seasonal predictions produced with EC-Earth3.2.
(a) Assessing the inconsistencies between the different initialization products (i.e. sea
ice, ocean and atmosphere) and how they affect the development of Arctic sea ice
biases during the prediction. Quantifying the potential impact of the sea ice-ocean
initial inconsistencies at the regional level.
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(b) Documenting the development and relative importance of the systematic model
drift as a function of forecast time. Studying its competing effect with initializa-
tion shocks during the first forecast month.
(c) Characterizing the forecast biases at daily resolution. The manifestation of certain
fast initial shocks may be hidden when monthly averages are used, and daily means
can help to better diagnose the potential sources of forecast biases.
3. Comparing three seasonal forecast systems based on EC-Earth3.2 initialized through
different strategies and quantifying their Arctic sea ice forecast biases and prediction
skill.
(a) Assessing the benefits/disadvantages of strong versus weak restoring coefficients
in the ocean when assimilating an observational dataset during the production of
the initial conditions.
(b) Comparing the use of non-native (i.e. built with an alternative ocean model)
versus native (produced with the same ocean model used in forecast mode) ocean
initial conditions, and how these impact the forecast performance.
(c) Assessing whether strategies preventing or minimizing the initial shocks can also
achieve improved predictive capacity.
1.9 Thesis structure
The thesis is organized in six chapters, as described in the following: Chapter 1 has offered
an overview of the state-of-the-art in Arctic sea ice prediction, including the current main
limitations; Chapter 2 provides a description of the different methodological aspects con-
cerning the thesis and a summary of key concepts; Chapter 3 evaluates and compares the
potential predictability of pan-Arctic and regional sea ice in 6 GCMs. It also concentrates on
EC-Earth to deepen in the understanding of potential predictability regimes in some specific
regions; Chapter 4 analyzes the development of the different forecast biases during the first
forecast month in a set of retrospective seasonal predictions with EC-Earth; Chapter 5 pro-
vides an assessment of the Arctic sea ice forecast biases and predictive skill in retrospective
seasonal predictions based on three different sea ice-ocean initialization strategies; finally, an
overview of the main conclusions is given in Chapter 6.

2
Methods
This chapter starts by defining important sea ice definitions (section 2.1), concepts (section
2.2) and metrics (section 2.3) that have been used throughout the thesis. The two versions
of the EC-Earth model employed in the thesis are briefly described in section 2.4. Finally,
in section 2.5 the observational references used for this study are presented. Specific details
will be given in the methodology of each chapter.
2.1 Sea ice definitions
Before giving detailed account of the most important methodological aspects considered for
this thesis, we provide a list of the key definitions used to describe and evaluate the different
aspects of the sea ice state, as well as the main Arctic regions considered:
1. Sea Ice Concentration (SIC) is the fraction of a grid cell that is ice-covered. SIC is
expressed as a percentage.
2. Sea Ice Thickness (SIT) is the average thickness of sea ice over the ice-covered portion
of the grid cell. It is measured in metres.
3. Sea Ice Area (SIA) is the sum of grid cell areas weighted by their SIC in a predefined
domain (e.g. pan-Arctic, Barents Sea, Baffin Bay, etc.). It is given in square metres.
4. Sea Ice Extent (SIE) is the integrated area of all grid cells with SIC above 15%. SIE
is thought to be more accurately observed from satellites than SIA (Parkinson and
Cavalieri, 2008), for two main reasons: (1) SIA estimates are affected by the presence
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of random ice floes which are equatorward of the main ice pack; (2) atmospheric inter-
ferences with the microwave signal due to the water vapour and clouds produce errors
that affect predominantly areas well inside or outside the ice pack. In particular, the
first kind produces many regions well outside of the ice pack where the ice concen-
tration calculations erroneously suggest a small amount of ice, predominantly under
15%. Choosing a 15% threshold for ice coverage removes most of the atmospheric in-
terferences while still retaining the majority of the ice cover (Parkinson and Cavalieri,
2008).
5. Sea Ice Volume (SIV) is the integral of sea ice thickness multiplied by the area of each
grid cell covered by sea ice. It is measured in cubic kilometres.
6. The Sea Ice Edge is the boundary between open water and sea ice, and it is typically
defined as the SIC threshold of 15%.
7. The marginal ice zone (MIZ) is the transition zone (0 < SIC < 1) between the interior
ice pack (SIC = 1) and the open ocean (SIC = 0). The MIZ captures most of the sea-
sonal and longer term SIC variability (Germe et al., 2014). The Arctic regions can be
categorized according to the processes at stake in their sea ice variability. The basins
can be classified into two groups: the internal basins, which are entirely ice covered dur-
ing winter (central Arctic, Canadian Archipelago, Beaufort Sea, East Siberian Sea and
Laptev Sea) and the peripheral regions, which include summer ice-free regions (Barents
Sea, Kara Sea, Greenland-Icelandic-Norwegian (GIN) seas, Irminger Sea, Baffin Bay,
Labrador Sea, Hudson Bay, Bering Sea, Sea of Okhotsk and Chukchi Sea). A map
illustrating the boundaries of the different Arctic basins used in this thesis is shown in
Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Map of the Arctic seas. The black lines indicate the sections used for the
calculation of the Atlantic heat transport into the Arctic (Fram Strait plus Barents Sea
Opening). The GIN region is formed by the Greenland, Icelandic and Norwegian seas.
2.2 Forecast evaluation concepts
We now describe the key concepts that need to be present when producing and evaluating a
forecast:
• A climatology is the mean state of a given climate variable over a specific period, and is
generally used as a reference (e.g. to compute anomaly; see below). It can be computed
in a model simulation, in a forecast system, as well as in observations, although the
exact methods vary in each case.
• The model climatology is calculated as the temporal average (typically as an average
annual cycle) of the variable over a long reference simulation (typically in a present
day fixed forcing or a historical simulation), or a specific period in it (e.g. the overlap
period with the observations). This reference simulation or period has to be long
enough to smooth out the effect of internal climate variability (optimally 30 years
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the per-pair method used to select forecast and reference data
for computing the forecast climatology for the month 5 of the hindcast, for an arbitrary
climate variable. In green are shown the model hindcasts and in blue the observations. The
5th month of the last hindcast is not considered as there is no observation available.
or more). Changing the period over which we compute the climatology slightly, e.g.
by one year, would lead to a slightly different climatology, although representative
of the same inherent model climatology. The difference between the two resultant
climatologies gives an idea of the uncertainty there is in estimating this climatology
from available data. This type of uncertainty is called ’sampling uncertainty’ because
it arises from the size of the sample used to estimate the climatology.
• The observed climatology is calculated as the model climatology, but using observations
instead.
• In climate prediction, the model is initialized from a state as close as possible from ob-
servations so that its average state (in a statistical sense) evolves during the prediction
from being close to an observed climatology to being close to a model climatology. The
forecast climatology is a function of the forecast time and, as described by the per-pair
method (García-Serrano and Doblas-Reyes, 2012), it is estimated by averaging the
hindcast variable across all members and start dates. Also, it is typically computed
only over dates for which observations are available (Fig. 2.2). A forecast climatology
has one value per forecast time, while a model climatology has one value per calendar
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day or month, depending on the temporal resolution in turn.
• The forecast bias is the systematic error in the forecast as a function of the forecast time
(f). It is computed, for each forecast time, by subtracting the observed climatology
(o) from the forecast climatology.
bf = yf − of (2.1)
where yf is the forecast climatology and of is the observational reference at the forecast
time f .
• In climate simulations non-initialized from observations but from a random state in
the range of possible model state for a given climate, the model bias (also referred to
as systematic model error in this thesis) is the systematic error in the model when
compared to the observations. It is computed by subtracting the observed climatology
from the model climatology. When based on climatologies previously computed per
calendar day or month, the model bias provides an annual cycle of model inherent
errors (e.g., too much or too little sea ice during the boreal summer).
bm = y′c − oc (2.2)
where y′c is the model climatology and oc is the observed climatology for a specific
calendar day or month c over the same period.
• The term anomaly refers to the difference between the contemporaneous state of a
variable and its long-term average or climatology, calculated over a predefined period
of time.
• The forecast anomalies are computed by subtracting to the raw predictions the forecast
climatology for each forecast time. This is done for every member and start date:
y′f,s,m = yf,s,m − yf (2.3)
where y′ is a predicted anomaly, y is the raw forecast, y is the forecast climatology for
the same forecast time f as y′ , s is the start date and m the member.
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• The observed anomalies are computed as the difference between the observed values
and a given observed climatology::
o′f,s = of,s − of (2.4)
where o′ is an observed anomaly, o is the raw observed signal for the same forecast
time f as o′ and the same date s as the forecast start date, and o is the observed
climatology.
2.3 Forecast verification
Forecast skill can be assessed through deterministic or probabilistic verification metrics. De-
terministic verification focuses on assessing how close the ensemble mean prediction (the
average over all the members) is from the observation, whereas probabilistic verification fo-
cuses on assessing to which extent the distribution of the ensemble members of the prediction
is representative of the likelihood of the observed event to occur. In this thesis, we have only
used deterministic metrics to estimate the Arctic sea ice prediction skill.
2.3.1 Verification metrics
Anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC) and root mean-square error (RMSE) are examples of
deterministic scores and the most commonly used for prediction skill assessment. The ACC
is defined as:
ACC(f) =
∑S
s=1 y′ (f, s) · x′o (f, s)√∑S
s=1 y′ (f, s)2 ·
∑S
s=1 x′o (f, s)2
(2.5)
where S is the total number of start dates, s is the start date, f is the forecast time, y′
represents the ensemble mean of the predicted anomalies and x′o the observed anomalies.
The ACC is particularly sensitive to errors in the sign and to outliers (Kim et al., 2015).
It ranges between 1 and -1. If ACC = 1, there is a perfect association between the predicted
and observed anomalies, while ACC ≤ 0 reveals that there is no skill in the prediction.
Since the true ACC of a system cannot be perfectly estimated because its computed over a
reduced sample of start dates, it is important to use statistical significance tests to evaluate
if the estimated ACC value is different than 0, and the system is therefore skilful. These
significance tests that are introduced in section 2.3.2.
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The SIE is an integrated diagnostic, and as such, its bias can only inform if the total SIE
is overestimated or underestimated over a selected region. This overestimation or underes-
timation could be small on average over the region, but it is also possible that large areas
of overestimation compensate large areas of underestimation, a forecast deficiency that the
SIE bias would overlook. The Integrated Ice Edge Error (IIEE, Goessling et al., 2016) is
defined to circumvent this limitation as the area where the forecast and the target reference
disagree on the sea ice concentration being above or below 15%. It equals the sum of all
areas where the SIE is overestimated (O) or underestimated (U). The IIEE is, therefore, a
more informative error estimation metric than the SIE bias. Its formal definition is:
IIEE = O + U (2.6)
with
O =
∫
a
max(cf − co, 0)dA (2.7)
and
U =
∫
a
max(co − cf , 0)dA (2.8)
where A is the area of interest over the Arctic, c = 1 where the SIC is above 15% and c
= 0 elsewhere, and subscripts f and o denote the forecast time and the target (Figure 2.3).
Thus, the definition of the IIEE is equivalent to the difference between the areas enclosed
by the forecasted and the target ice edge.
The IIEE can be decomposed into the absolute extent error (AEE) and the misplacement
error (ME) components:
IIEE = AEE +ME (2.9)
with
AEE = |O − U | (2.10)
and
ME = 2 ·min(O,U) (2.11)
The AEE represents the absolute difference in SIE between the forecast and observations,
while the ME integrates sea ice that has been predicted at an incorrect location.
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Figure 2.3: The sea ice edges (15% sea ice concentration contours) of the AWI-CM idealized
forecast ensemble on 15 September of an arbitrary year. Interpreting the blue contour as forecast
and the red contour as truth (observations), the IIEE is the sum of all light blue (sea ice extent
overestimated; O) and light red (sea ice extent underestimated; U) areas. Source: Goessling et al.
(2016).
2.3.2 Statistical hypothesis testing
Statistical hypothesis testing allows to make an informed decision of whether a result is
real or only the product of sample uncertainty. This is typically done by choosing between
a null hypothesis (H0) of statistical relationship between two data sets and an alternative
hypothesis (H1) which typically describes the range of possibilities that may be true when
H0 is false (i.e., Fig. 2.4). The test can only have two outcomes: either H0 is rejected or
it is not rejected. To decide whether or not to reject the null hypothesis, the sample data
is used to estimate the probability of this null hypothesis to be true. The significance level
(α) of the test is the probability threshold below which the null hypothesis will be rejected.
Serve as an example: we want to know if the current global warming is provoked by human
activity. Then:
H0 = Global warming is caused by natural factors.
H1 = Global warming has an anthropogenic origin.
Imagine we have 2 datasets covering the last 100 years, one with the global mean tem-
peratures and another with the global CO2 emissions (for simplicity we will suppose that
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there is an immediate and direct impact of CO2 on temperatures). We obtain a correlation
value (R score) of 0.25 between the two samples. How likely is that the correlation between
global temperatures and CO2 emissions is actually zero, 0.25 being only the random result
of sampling uncertainty? We compute the probability of obtaining a correlation at least as
high as the one in our sample data, under the assumption of no true correlation, i.e. the null
hypothesis. This probability is known as ’p-value’.
H0: correlation = 0
H1: correlation 6= 0
In our case the p-value is 0.012. This means that if H0 is true, there is a 1.2% probability
of obtaining a sample correlation at least as high as what we computed. To estimate this
probability, the following steps can be applied: (1) we generate two random samples of data
with no correlation between them and estimate their correlation, which will not be exactly 0
because of sampling uncertainty; (2) we repeat this operation a large number of times to be
able to estimate a probability distribution function (pdf) of the estimated correlation of two
samples with no real correlation; (3) we locate our measured correlation (here 0.25) in the
pdf to obtain the probability of occurrence of a correlation at least as high when two samples
are not correlated. These steps describe a non-parametric test. An alternative procedure is
to assume that the sample data follows a given distribution, e.g. a Gaussian distribution, and
deduce which type of distribution should follow the computed metrics, here the correlation,
which would follow a t-distribution, as in our case. The pdf is readily obtained from this
assumed distribution instead of being built as in a non-parametric test. The next ingredient
to our test is the choice of a probability threshold to accept or reject H0. This probability
threshold is known as the significance criterion for the test α. Typically, significance criterion
are chosen to be 1%, 5% or 10%, with 5% being the most widely used in climate sciences.
This significance criterion is used as follows:
p-value < α =⇒ reject H0 =⇒ accept H1
p-value ≥α =⇒ fail to reject H0
Let’s use 5% for this test. The probability of obtaining the measured correlation underH0
is only 1.2%, hence below the threshold of 5% and H0 is rejected, H1 being considered as the
most likely option: global warming has actually an anthropogenic origin. Therefore, a null
hypothesis is simply the default assumption the study sets out to be disproved by statistical
inference. Statistical hypothesis testing has two limitations: (1) there is a probability equal
to the significance criterion of the test that a true H0 will be rejected- this is the error of the
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first kind; (2) H1 can be rejected being actually true, with unknown probability - this is the
error of the second kind. A decrease in the error of the first kind goes along with an increase in
error of the second kind. It is a trade-off. It is important to note that smaller the sample size,
the more likely an error of the second kind is to occur. Therefore, in seasonal prediction, the
typically limited sample size available (regarding start dates, ensemble members and forecast
time) hinders our ability to detect a significant level of prediction skill.
Figure 2.4: Creation of the Mexican Hat rock of Utah: Null hypothesis correctly rejected. Source:
Von Storch and Zwiers (2001).
Significance tests Most of the significance analyses on this thesis have been based on the
T-test (through a one-sided student-T distribution), but for some specific cases the F-test
has also been considered.
The T-test is a parametric test that exploits the t-distribution by computing a variable
that is expected to follow a t-distribution when H0 is true. It has been used to estimate
if correlations are significant or not, the differences in means and the difference in corre-
lations. The F-test computes ratio of the forecast and observed variances which follows a
f-distribution.
The validity of these two tests relies on three assumptions: (1) all sample values entering
the tests are considered to be independent, an hypothesis that is violated when there is
temporal correlation between the start dates driven by climate phenomena operating on
long timescales. This problem can be dealt with by using an effective sample size that takes
into account this temporal autocorrelation (Guemas et al., 2014a); (2) the variables entering
the tests are assumed to be normally distributed and to have equal variance - the normality
assumption is very often valid in climate (with exceptions like precipitation) but the observed
and model variances often differ; (3) the distribution that generates realizations of X (or Y)
is the same for each observation in the X (or Y) sample. Decremer et al. (2014) compared
the autocorrelation of precipitation over 20 continuous-year simulations (validating with
simulations of up to 1000 years) using five different statistical techniques, concluding that
the Student’s t-test stands out as the best method overall. More information about how
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these tests are performed can be found in Von Storch and Zwiers (2001).
2.4 The model: EC-Earth
The EC-Earth GCM has been used, throughout this thesis, to produce retrospective predic-
tions, historical simulations and the reconstructions used as initial conditions. Two different
versions of EC-Earth were used: EC-Earth2.3 and EC-Earth3.2, both of them with a hori-
zontal resolution of 1o (Doblas-Reyes et al., 2018; http://www.ec-earth.org/). Information
about those experiments and how they were produced is provided in the respective chapters.
• EC-Earth version 2.3 (Hazeleger et al., 2012): The ocean component is the second
version of NEMO (Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean) (Ethé et al., 2006;
Madec et al., 2015) with ORCA1 configuration (about 1 degree with enhanced trop-
ical resolution) and 42 vertical levels. The sea ice component is LIM2 (Fichefet and
Maqueda, 1997b) embedded into NEMO. The atmospheric component is based on the
ECMWF integrated forecasting system (IFS), with 62 vertical levels and a TL159 hor-
izontal resolution. The atmospheric and ocean components are coupled via OASIS3
(Valcke, 2006; Fig. 2.5). The vegetation component is LPJ-GUESS (Smith, 2001),
which uses a present-day climatology. The information on the atmospheric chemistry
and aerosols is prescribed from observations. Finally, the land model uses H-TESSEL
(Balsamo et al., 2009).
• EC-Earth version 3.2: The ocean component is the third version of NEMO with
ORCA1 configuration and 75 vertical levels. The sea ice component is LIM3 (Vancop-
penolle et al., 2009)) embedded into NEMO. For the atmosphere, IFS is employed, in
a configuration with 91 vertical levels and a T255 horizontal resolution. All compo-
nents are coupled via OASIS3. The vegetation component is a present-day climatology
provided by LPJ-GUESS. The atmospheric chemistry and aerosols are prescribed and
the land model is H-TESSEL.
Ensemble generation As discussed in Chapter 1, the production of a large ensemble is
key to provide a good representation of the prediction uncertainty. Two different ensemble
member generation strategies were employed during this thesis: (1) introducing a white noise
(with an order of magnitude of 10−4K) only in the initial SST state. This is the procedure
followed for the perfect model experiments in Chapter 3; (2) producing different initial states
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of the different components of EC-Earth coupled model.
for all the system components, and making combinations with them. These were obtained
for each model component as follows: (a) for the ocean, the five members from the ORAS4
reanalyses are used (which differ from each other by the amount of data exploited for their
generation -in order to sample the uncertainty of the observation coverage the probability
of rejection is 10% for Argo observations and 5% for other platforms measuring T/S) either
directly as ICs, either as a reference for a nudged ocean-sea ice reconstruction forced with
the Drakkar Forcing Set (DFS); (b) singular vectors for the atmospheric component -these
are perturbations designed to optimize the growth of perturbations; (c) sea ice ICs are taken
from the five ocean-sea ice reconstructions nudged towards ORAS4. These also include some
perturbations in the surface forcing.
2.5 Observational references
Sea Ice Concentration The two main satellite datasets used as reference to compare
the modelled SIC in this thesis are the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) ones:
NASA-Team1 (Cavalieri et al., 1996) and Bootstrap2 (Comiso, 2017). The principal reason
to choose these products was that they represent a continuous monthly record since the
end of 1978, with daily uninterrupted measurements since 1988. Also, both together give
account of the observational uncertainty related to the retrieval algorithms (which will be
used in Chapter 4). Other products such as HadiSST cover a longer period of time, but
1https://nsidc.org/data/NSIDC-0051
2https://nsidc.org/data/nsidc-0079
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this is not based on satellite data and it is not expected to be as homogeneous as NSIDC.
Indeed, NSIDC observations are the longest daily SIC satellite measurements, which allowed
to extend our retrospective daily predictions with respect to other satellite data sets. The
data sets only differ in the algorithm employed to estimate SIC from passive microwaves
measurements. The data are provided in the polar stereographic projection at a grid cell
size of 25 x 25 km. Due to the inclination of the satellite orbits there is a circular sector
centered over the North Pole where there are no measurements, commonly known as pole
hole. The size of pole hole has been decreasing in time thanks to the launching of new
sensors: with a radius of 611 km from 1978 to June 1987, then 311 km until December 2007,
and currently 94 km. The main drawback of the NSIDC data sets is that they do not provide
any uncertainty measurements to, i.e., use the products for data assimilation purposes.
ESA version 1 SIC from the Climate Change Initiative (Hollmann et al., 2013) is used
in Chapter 4 as the target assimilated data. It covers 1992 to 2008 daily. The data are
provided on a Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area polar projection, with a grid spacing of 25
km and no data monitoring north of 87o. Unlike the NSIDC products, ESA provides useful
additional data such as an uncertainty estimate and information about the processing steps
that have influenced the ice concentration value, which are needed for assimilating with the
Ensemble Kalman Filter.
In this thesis, not only satellite observations have been used as reference data for model
evaluation, but also climate reanalyses. The climate reanalyses are combinations of available
observations with models and physically-consistent complete descriptions of the physical
state, including variables that are scarcely observed, such as the SIT (e.g. Schweiger et al.,
2011). The discipline that develops the techniques to constrain mathematical or physical
models (e.g. a climate model) with a given set of observations to produce a physically
plausible description of the real world is known as data assimilation (e.g. Laloyaux et al.,
2016; Sugiura et al., 2008). This field is the basis for producing climate reanalyses and
thus to obtain the best possible initial state for climate prediction. However, there are also
relative differences in the representation of certain variables between the various reanalyses
(e.g. Chevallier et al., 2017; Uotila et al., 2019), so their uncertainty has also to be taken
into account.
Ocean Temperature and salinity The ocean reanalysis system 4 (ORAS4, Balmaseda
et al., 2013) produced by the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts was
used as the target reference to assimilate ocean data in Chapters 4 and 5 and produce the
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initial conditions of the ocean and the sea ice. ORAS4 is a product of the NEMOVAR 3-
dimensional variational data assimilation system based on NEMO version 3.0. Its ocean grid
is the same as used in EC-Earth2.3, with 42 vertical levels. The reanalysis covers from 1959
to present and consists of 5 members, generated by adding wind-stress perturbations. It
assimilates temperature and salinity profiles and altimeter-derived sea level anomalies. The
NEMOVAR assimilation cycle is 10 days and a bias correction method is applied. Surface
forcings are daily surface fluxes from ERA40 until 1989, ERA-Interim from 1989 to 2010
and the ECMWF operational archive afterwards. A strong relaxation (200 Wm−2oC−1,
equivalent to about a 2–3-day time-scale over a depth of 10 m) to gridded SST products
is applied at the surface. The main limitation of this reanalysis is the absence of sea ice
model: the sea ice information is added as a boundary condition derived from a mixture
of satellite products. These SIC data are used to adjust the SST as follows: if the SIC is
higher than a certain threshold (55%), the model SST is set to freezing point, which in a
coupled model will favour sea ice formation on the whole grid cell, but not force it since a
strong atmospheric forcing can always prevent sea ice formation. If SIC is below the 55%
threshold but the model SST reaches the freezing point, the relaxation term to observed SST
is increased to bring it below that value. These conditionals lead to a series of inconveniences
for reconstructions assimilating ORAS4. More information can be found in Mogensen et al.
(2012) and in Chapter 5.
EN4 (Good et al., 2013) is a global ocean analysis developed by the Met Office Hadley
Centre, and it was used as the observational reference for the SST in Chapter 5. It provides a
monthly coverage from 1900 to the present, with a regular 1o horizontal grid and 42 levels in
the vertical. It is based on subsurface ocean temperature and salinity profile data obtained
from the WOD09, GTSPP, Argo and ASBO collections. To obtain spatially complete maps
the nearest neighbor algorithm was applied for unfilled locations. On top of that, a large
number of quality assessment and enhancement steps were performed (see Good et al., 2013).
The enhanced and cleaned profiles were interpolated to the gridded data using Objective
Analysis.
Surface Air Temperature and other atmospheric variables ERA-Interim reanal-
ysis (Dee et al., 2011) has been used as the atmospheric initial conditions for climate predic-
tions and as observational reference for the SAT, as well as for the solar radiation and heat
fluxes. Note that for the solar radiation no observations are assimilated, taking a constant
value of 1370 Wm−2). For the surface fluxes no observational data are assimilated neither,
being just loosely constrained by atmospheric variables. ERA-Interim is based on the Inte-
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grated Forecast System (IFS, Cy31r2), and it is performed with a 4-dimensional variational
data assimilation method with a 12-hour analysis window. The variables assimilated by the
atmospheric component are: surface pressure, 2 m relative humidity, 10 m wind, scatterome-
ter wind, upper-air temperature, specific humidity and wind, ozone, brightness temperature,
total precipitable water and bending angle. The horizontal resolution is approximately 80
km (T255 spectral, equivalent to 0.75o) on 60 levels in the vertical from the surface up to
0.1 hPa. It covers from January 1979 to August 2019 with 6-hourly fields.

3
Regional sea ice predictability in the Arctic ocean
This Chapter presents and expands the results of the article: Cruz-García, R., Guemas, V.,
Chevallier, M., and Massonnet, F. An assessment of regional sea ice predictability in the
Arctic ocean. Climate Dynamics, pp 1–14, 2019. doi: 10.1007/s00382-018-4592-6.
3.1 Introduction
Sea ice predictability has been assessed in various frameworks, including idealized perfect-
model experiments (e.g. Day et al., 2016). In such experiments, model simulations are used
as a surrogate for the real climate to estimate the extent to which the model can predict
itself. Ensemble perfect-model predictions are generally initialized from a control run by
introducing small perturbations. Potential predictability is a measure of the amplification of
those perturbations, i.e. the fraction of the signal which is inherently not predictable. Such
experiments using state-of-the-art models also provide an indication of the maximum level
of skill that could be achieved in real predictions if all the observations required to initialize
the predictions were available, and if all processes were perfectly represented by the models.
Tietsche et al. (2014) performed the first multi-model evaluation of Arctic sea ice po-
tential predictability on seasonal-to-interannual timescales, in a coordinated perfect-model
framework defined in the Arctic Predictability and Prediction on Seasonal-to-Interannual
Timescales (APPOSITE) project (Day et al., 2016; Tietsche et al., 2014). Each of the seven
participating groups ran a set of 3-year long ensemble prediction experiments, initialized
from a present-day control experiment near July 1. They showed that even if two models
have significant predictability -based on a comparison of the prediction ensemble spread and
the natural control variability- for the SIV (up to 3 years) for similar forecast times, differ-
ences in the representation of local advective processes could lead to large differences in the
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regional SIT predictability. They suggested that advective sea ice processes may induce an
amplification of forecast errors close to the coasts in the Arctic Ocean in winter.
A similar perfect-model approach was also followed by Day et al. (2014). In a subset of
five APPOSITE models, they found similar SIE predictability reemergence mechanisms (i.e.,
an increase of predictability after an initial drop), consistent with the summer-to-summer
and melt-to-freeze mechanisms described by Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al. (2011a). They
also found that when starting the predictions in May, the forecasts lost skill more rapidly
in the first 4 months than when initialized in January or July. Another robust result was
that the SIE in the MIZ of the North Atlantic region is significantly predictable 1.5–2.5 years
ahead, while in the central Arctic it is less than 1 year. Note that Day et al. (2014) estimated
the predictability horizon as the forecast time until which the ensemble RMSE is below the
climatological RMSE, using an F-test for significance.
Several studies have focused on the sea ice predictability of different Arctic basins (Bushuk
et al., 2019; Cheng et al., 2016; Day et al., 2014; Koenigk and Mikolajewicz, 2009). However,
the mechanisms behind the regional sea ice predictability are not yet well established. To
understand the Arctic sea ice cover predictability, a regional approach is needed to disentan-
gle the different drivers of variability, which depend on the location (e.g. Bitz et al., 2005;
Francis and Hunter, 2007; Schlichtholz, 2011; Tietsche et al., 2016). For instance, Bitz et al.
(2005) showed that ocean heat flux convergence exerts a large influence in the marginal ice
zone of the Barents Sea, but plays a relatively small role in the Labrador Sea. Likewise,
Francis and Hunter (2007) suggested that the zonal wind anomalies influence the Bering Sea
winter ice edge location, while the Barents Sea ice edge seems to be controlled primarily by
anomalies in SST during the late winter and by anomalous meridional winds.
Regional metrics tend to have lower predictability than integrated ones (e.g. Day et al.,
2014; Goessling et al., 2016). Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al. (2016) highlighted this contrast
between pan-Arctic and regional predictability with a multimodel approach, where all models
initialized with identical SIT could uniformly predict September SIE anomalies, but did not
show agreement regarding the spatial SIC anomaly patterns.
In the present chapter, we perform a regional sea ice predictability assessment (both
for Arctic SIE and SIV) in six of the APPOSITE project models, with a special focus on
EC-Earth2.3 (Hazeleger et al., 2012), since mechanisms of predictability can be investigated
at greater depth in this model by, for example, projecting water mass backward trajectories
for some key regions. The analyses consider sub-regions in the central and marginal Arctic
ocean, exploring for which of them the same mechanisms previously attributed to pan-Arctic
sea ice predictability (such as persistence and reemergence) play a role.
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This chapter is structured as follows: In section 3.2, we describe our methodology, includ-
ing the experimental protocol and the metrics used to quantify sea ice potential predictability.
Section 3.3 presents the assessment of Arctic sea ice potential predictability at the pan–Arctic
and regional scale for each of the APPOSITE models (except CanCM4). Section 3.4 dis-
cusses the mechanisms behind the regional sea ice predictability of EC-Earth2.3 and section
3.5 provides the main conclusions.
3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 Multimodel ensemble and experimental setup
An upper limit for the predictability of Arctic SIE and SIV was estimated using six of the
seven coupled global climate models from the APPOSITE project (Day et al., 2016): EC-
Earth2.3 (Hazeleger et al., 2012), MIROC5.2 (Watanabe et al., 2010), HadGEM1.2 (Johns
et al., 2006; Shaffrey et al., 2009), GFDL-CM3 (Donner et al., 2011; Griffies et al., 2011),
MPI-ESM (Jungclaus et al., 2013; Notz et al., 2013) and E6F (Sidorenko et al., 2015). The
CanCM4 model was discarded because of the short length of its control simulation, which
hampered the identification of start dates for all the sea ice case studies (more details below).
These models have already been evaluated in the multimodel assessment of Tietsche et al.
(2014), and a few characteristics of the APPOSITE simulations are shown in Day et al.
(2014).
Each APPOSITE working group provided a control simulation (hereafter referred to as
ControlRun) produced using fixed present-day radiative forcings and a set of predictions
that started from the control (hereafter referred to as IdealPred). In this chapter we use
the predictions that were started from July. Note that in this perfect-model protocol, the
ControlRun is also the reference dataset for evaluating the performance of the idealized
climate predictions.
For each model, an ensemble of between 8 and 16 members was generated, depending
on the resource limitations of each modelling centre. Each prediction member has a slightly
different perturbation of the initial state obtained by introducing a 10−4 K magnitude white
noise in the SST. The number of start dates differs from model to model and ranges between 8
and 18, again depending on the resource limitations of each modelling centre. The start dates
were selected to sample a range of high, low and medium sea ice states, with consideration of
the Atlantic heat transport into the Arctic (AHT hereafter; calculated as the heat transport
through the section formed by the sum of the Fram Strait plus the Barents Sea Opening,
represented by the black thick lines in Fig. 2.1). Start dates are spaced apart in time to
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make them as independent as possible. More details about the reasons behind the choice of
the different start dates in EC-Earth2.3 can be found in Table A.1 in the Appendix, while
further details about the APPOSITE protocol can be found in Day et al. (2016).
3.2.2 Perfect Predictability Diagnostics
Our analysis is performed using monthly data for the pan-Arctic SIE and SIV. Regional
assessment is done for the basins shown in Fig. 2.1.
In this study, potential predictability is estimated both in a prognostic and diagnostic way
(Boer, 2004). Simple estimates of the diagnostic potential predictability are calculated using
lagged anomaly correlations in the ControlRun as in Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al. (2011a).
The prognostic potential predictability uses the methodology described in Pohlmann et al.
(2004), and is estimated using both the control simulation and the idealized experiments.
In both cases, anomalies are calculated as follows. For each date, a 40-year-window
taken from the ControlRun and centered around that date is used to filter out low-frequency
variability and the remaining long-term drift. The mean annual cycle over that period is
used as a reference to compute the anomalies in the IdealPred experiments. To be consistent,
we also apply this protocol to determine the anomalies across the ControlRun, using 40-year
running windows, as:
Z ′g = Zg − Z
[−20y;+20y]
g (3.1)
where g is the selected month of the raw data Z, Zg is the average of the 40 same calendar
months around the selected date and Z ′g is the anomaly of month g compared to the average
annual cycle of the 40-year window.
Following this, the amplitude of the natural variability is estimated as:
σc(g) =
√∑Yl
Y0
(Z ′g(y))
2
Yl − Y0
(3.2)
where Z ′g(y) is the anomaly for month g and year y, and Y0 and Yl are the first and last
year, respectively, considered in the summation. Note that the use of the 40-year running
windows excludes 20 years at the beginning and end of the whole simulation.
The level of potential predictability is estimated using the intra-ensemble spread (i.e. the
spread around the ensemble mean), as a function of the forecast time:
σe(t) =
√∑M
m=1
∑S
s=1 (Zm,s(t)− Zs(t))2
M · S
(3.3)
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where M is the total number of members, S is the total number of start dates, Zm,s(t) is
the predicted value of our variable at forecast time t for ensemble member m initialized at
start date s, and Zs is the predicted value for the same start date and forecast time averaged
across the whole ensemble.
We use the prognostic potential predictability (PPP hereafter; Germe et al., 2014; Pohlmann
et al., 2004). The PPP compares the ensemble spread with an estimate of the amplitude of
the natural variability of the system based on the standard deviation of the control simu-
lation (e.g. Koenigk and Mikolajewicz, 2009). It is an estimate of the predictability and is
defined as:
PPP (t) = 1− σ
2
e(t)
σ2c (g)
(3.4)
where σ2e is the variance across the ensemble members (IdealPred) at forecast time t and
σ2c is the variance of the control integration ControlRun for the relevant month g. A PPP
value of 1 would mean that the system is perfectly predictable (i.e. the ensemble members of
the predictions did not diverge over time), whereas a PPP value of zero or less indicates that
there is no predictability because the ensemble spread is equal to that expected from natural
variability (Holland et al., 2011). Significance was estimated with an F-test. A PPP value
can be found significant even though the prediction is trivial (because the sea ice variability
is close to null). A criterion has been defined now to consider those as significant: for any
SIE/SIV anomaly in the control simulation which would be lower than or equal to 1% of
the average anomaly along the control for the same area and calendar month, the estimate
of PPP is not considered as significant. Unlike the RMSE, this metric allows us to compare
the dispersion of the ensemble with respect to the reference variability in a single number,
giving us an idea of the proportion at every timescale, even when both of them are very
small and similar.
3.3 Multimodel potential predictability of pan–Arctic and
regional sea ice
Pan–Arctic sea ice The pan-Arctic SIE PPP decreases at a similar rate for the first six
months after initialization for all models (Fig. 3.1a). From the first December there is a
consistent predictability reemergence for HadGEM1.2, GFDL-CM3 and E6F every winter,
but a lack of significant predictability during the summer. The dominance of the positive
ice-albedo feedback could explain the faster intra-ensemble spread growth (the decrease of
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PPP; see formula 3.4) during the melting season, whereas the increase in PPP during the
freezing season could originate from the negative ice thickness-growth rate feedback, acting
as amplifiers and dampeners of the initial perturbations of the sea ice conditions, respectively
(Tietsche et al., 2014). This seasonality in the signal is not present in MPI-ESM, for which
SIE is not significantly predictable beyond the first December. For EC-Earth2.3 the PPP
decrease is sharper after the first October, when the sea ice gradually spreads across the
interior of the Arctic basin and peripheral seas outside the Arctic Ocean. The significant
reemergence during the second melting season seems to be characteristic of EC-Earth2.3,
although MIROC5.2 also presents a significant PPP the second and third July. This might
be related to an "early" summer-to-summer predictability mode for July, as can be seen
in their lagged correlation matrices (Fig. A.2 in the Appendix). This mechanism does not
appear for the rest of models in July, but it does in September (Fig. A.2 of the Appendix).
The summer-to-summer memory reemergence has its origin in the summer SIT memory
(from the central Arctic) (Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al., 2011a). Over three continuous
years, the central Arctic September SIV and the SIE are correlated in September (Fig. 3.2,
red line) for all models.
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Figure 3.1: Potential predictability of the pan-Arctic (a) SIE and (b) SIV measured with the PPP
of IdealPred using the natural variability of ControlRun as a reference. Dots indicate significant
values at the 95% level, estimated with an F-test. September and March are marked by thin gray
vertical lines.
The long-lasting IdealPred SIV potential predictability (Fig. 3.1b) is related to the
persistence of the SIV, as shown by the lagged correlations calculated from the ControlRun
(Fig. A.3 in the Appendix). The persistence of the SIV at the pan-Arctic scale arises almost
entirely from the central Arctic SIV persistence (Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al., 2011a), as
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Figure 3.2: In blue, the July ControlRun lagged autocorrelation for the central Arctic SIV. In
black, the September ControlRun lagged autocorrelation for the pan-Arctic SIV. In red, the lagged
correlation between the September central Arctic SIV and the central Arctic SIE. Dots indicate
significant values at the 95% level as estimated from a one-sided student-T distribution.
suggested when the lagged correlation of the central and pan-Arctic SIV are compared (Fig.
3.2, blue and black lines correspondingly).
In the following, we split the Arctic Ocean and surrounding basins considered in Fig.
2.1 into two groups, based on their seasonality: group one contains the peripheral basins
including the summer ice-free regions (Barents Sea, Kara Sea, GIN seas, Irminger Sea, Baffin
Bay, Labrador Sea, Hudson Bay, Bering Sea, Sea of Okhotsk and Chukchi Sea), and group
two contains the internal Arctic seas, or the seas that are entirely ice covered during winter
(the “central basins”; central Arctic, Canadian Archipelago, Beaufort Sea, East Siberian Sea,
Laptev Sea).
Peripheral basins A regional analysis revealed large variations in the SIE and SIV po-
tential predictability across the forecast systems (Fig. 3.3-3.4). Nevertheless, some common
features can be extracted. For instance, in all the peripheral basins (except Hudson Bay and
Chukchi; Fig. 3.3a–j) the PPP shows the same temporal pattern for the SIE as for the SIV
(for each model individually), which reflects the correlation between ice concentration and
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ice thickness in those regions with a thin ice cover. In the Barents, Kara and GIN seas, and
in Baffin Bay, sea ice is present in July at the start of IdealPred for all models. The PPP
initially decreases, before peaks of reemergence occur at different lead times depending on
the model and basin. The Barents, Kara and Chukchi seas SIV PPP exhibit a significant
predictability reemergence in summer for most models. This might be directly linked to the
retreat/advance mechanism of predictability (Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al., 2011a; Stam-
merjohn et al., 2012). We can cluster the GIN and Baffin Bay within the same group: there
is an initial predictability drop followed by a memory reemergence in winter, which seems
robust for all models. On the Pacific side (Bering and Okhotsk seas) sea ice is not present
at the start of the predictions (except for HadGEM1.2). For these seas the PPP is noisier
and less significant than in the Atlantic sector. We could not group the rest of peripheral
seas because of the differences shown in the temporal variability of PPP between the models.
This is mainly due to the differences in the mean sea ice state between the different models.
To know more about these differences, please see Day et al. (2016). In the following section
we consider these regions in greater detail in EC-Earth2.3.
Central basins. The SIE PPP in the interior basins other than the central Arctic (Fig.
3.3l–o) is null during the winter due to the extremely low sea ice variability. The central
Arctic SIE PPP reflects how the different model sea ice conditions (and the cycle of variance)
impact predictability. In most central regions, the PPP of the SIV continuously decays over
time while remaining statistically significant up to 6-14 months (even until the third year for
MIROC5.2 in the Canadian Archipelago). This suggests that the regional SIV is potentially
predictable up to one year in advance for the seas with perennial sea ice. The significant
summer reemergence of SIV PPP in the Beaufort Sea stands out for all models except for EC-
Earth2.3 and HadGEM1.2. The central Arctic region exhibits the same PPP characteristics
as the pan-Arctic region for the SIV, which is an indicator of the origin and sources of
predictability of the pan-Arctic sea ice, as previously mentioned.
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Figure 3.3: As Fig. 3.1a but for the different Arctic basins. The estimate of PPP is not considered
as significant for any SIE anomaly in the control simulation which is lower than or equal to 1% of
the average anomaly along the control for the same region and calendar month.
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Figure 3.4: As Fig. 3.1b but for the different Arctic basins. The estimate of PPP is not considered
as significant for any SIV anomaly in the control simulation which is lower than or equal to 1% of
the average anomaly along the control for the same region and calendar month.
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3.4 Mechanisms behind the regional sea ice predictability
in EC-Earth2.3
In this section we focus on the predictability mechanisms of EC-Earth2.3 since a few regional
predictability characteristics are specific -and distinct- for this model.
3.4.1 Ocean persistence in the Barents/Kara/GIN Seas/Baffin Bay
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Figure 3.5: Persistence of the SIE (blue), the SST (green) and the OHC (0-300 m depth, yellow)
in the (a) Barents, (b) Kara, (c) GIN seas and (d) Baffin Bay for EC-Earth2.3. In red, the lagged
correlation between the July SST and the SIE for the same seas. Correlations were calculated using
the ControlRun during the three subsequent years. Dots represent significant values at the 95%
level as estimated from a one-sided student-T distribution.
In spite of the initial decay, the PPP still has significant values in the Barents, Kara and
GIN seas and in Baffin Bay for the SIE and SIV up to 3 forecast years (Fig. 3.3/3.4a–c &
e), despite some periods when significance is temporarily lost. The memory of the sea ice
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Figure 3.6: Correlation between December SIE and SST in the previous year in the (a) Barents,
(b) Kara, (c) GIN seas and (d) Baffin Bay for EC-Earth2.3. Correlations were calculated using the
ControlRun. Dots represent the significant values at the 95% level as estimated from a one-sided
student-T distribution.
cover in these regions can be related to the long-term persistence of the July SST anomalies
at the same location (Fig. 3.5, green lines), which varies in accordance with the ocean heat
content (integrated over the first 300 meters depth; OHC hereafter). Thus, the memory of
sea ice cover in the peripheral seas could be partially related to the ocean (Fig. 3.5, yellow
lines).
The SIE lagged correlations (Fig. 3.5, blue lines) show a decaying but significant pre-
dictability over the first year and a melt-to-freeze reemergence the first and second winter.
The SIE tends to be significantly correlated with the SST in winter (red line), which is con-
sistent with the role of SST preventing or facilitating sea ice formation during the freezing
season (the melt-to-freeze reemergence mechanism). The PPP highly depends on the start
dates and the mean climate state, as we have already shown in section 3.2.2, so in this case
the ControlRun provides a more robust idea of the regional predictability, but the mecha-
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nisms are comparable. The SST during the previous spring provides predictability of the
December SIE (Fig. 3.6a–c & e). The maps of the correlation between the grid point SST in
December and the averaged December to February SIE in the Barents and Kara seas (Fig.
3.7a–b) agree with the time series in Fig. 3.6 .
(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: Maps of correlation between the gridpoint December SST and (a) Barents and (b)
Kara SIE for December, January and February (mean correlation) for EC-Earth2.3. Black dots
indicate significant correlations at the 95% level as calculated from a one-sided student-T distribu-
tion.
3.4.2 Ocean reemergence in the Labrador Sea
We investigated the peak of PPP in January–April in the Labrador Sea, which is not present
in other peripheral seas and does not seem to project onto the changes in the pan-Arctic
PPP in Fig. 3.1a. This peak cannot be attributed to a reemergence mechanism due to sea
ice, since sea ice is not present at the start of the prediction in this area for EC-Earth2.3.
We tested the hypothesis that this memory reemergence had a remote origin. We calcu-
lated several backward water mass trajectories using the off-line mass preserving Lagrangian
Ariane scheme (Blanke et al., 1999; Blanke and Raynaud, 1997). Here, 25 tracers were seeded
uniformly, all at a 5-m depth (depth of the uppermost ocean level) in the Labrador Sea in
February, and their origin was traced using the 40-year average monthly velocity fields from
the ControlRun. The goal was to find the locations of those water parcels in the first July
month, 8 (i.e. target February Year 1), 20 (i.e. target February Year 2) or 32 (i.e. target
February Year 3) months before. The trajectories are shown in Fig. 3.8a–c.
The trajectories reveal that the water parcels present in the Labrador Sea at the time
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of the first two winter SIE PPP peaks originate from the subpolar gyre area. During the
first year, the local correlations, i.e. Labrador SST and OHC correlated with Labrador SIE
(Fig. 3.8d, red and green lines), tend to show that the reemergence is related to the subpolar
gyre persistence (Fig. 3.9a). The second year, the correlations between the Irminger Sea
SST and OHC at the time of the initialization and the Labrador Sea SIE are higher than
the local correlations, and they match exactly the time when the PPP reemergence in the
Labrador Sea occurs (Fig. 3.8d, blue and black lines). For longer timescales, these parcels
have their origins in the North Atlantic. Thus, the first winter peak of the PPP of the SIE in
the Labrador Sea seems related to the subpolar gyre persistence, while the second is caused
by SST anomalies that are advected from the Eastern Subpolar gyre.
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Figure 3.8: Map of the backward trajectories followed by water masses travelling from different
locations in the Labrador Sea from (a) the first, (b) the second and (c) the third February back
to the first July for EC-Earth2.3. Each lead time is marked with a dot, while the initial positions
(corresponding February) are marked with bigger dots. (d) Correlation between the Irminger Sea
SST, the Irminger Sea OHC, the Labrador Sea SST and the Labrador Sea OHC the first July and
the Labrador Sea SIE the three following years for the ControlRun. Dots represent the significant
values at the 95% level estimated from a one-sided student-T distribution. The vertical grey lines
represent the months of February. The SST and OHC were integrated for the corresponding area
in Fig. 2.1.
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As a result of advective ocean processes, sea ice predictability in the Labrador Sea may be
thus related to predictability at the other side of the subpolar gyre, propagated by the mean
ocean circulation. Indeed, previous studies have highlighted the high SST predictability in
the subpolar gyre area (Boer, 2004; Collins, 2002), including studies using the same climate
model as ours (Wouters et al., 2013). Koenigk and Mikolajewicz (2009) confirmed that
advection of SST anomalies may lead to an increase in the predictability of the Barents sea
ice in winter. This result, consistent with previous studies, suggests that the initialization
of the ocean is important when running real-time initialized sea ice forecasts.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.9: Maps of correlation between the local SST the first July and the Labrador SIE (a)
the first, (b) the second and (c) the third February for EC-Earth2.3. Correlations were calculated
using the ControlRun. Dots represent the significant values at the 95% level as estimated from a
one-sided student-T distribution.
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3.4.3 Sea ice thickness persistence in the internal Arctic basins
We mentioned above that the summer peaks of the PPP for the pan-Arctic SIE could be
attributed to the persistence of the SIT in the central Arctic, as suggested by Blanchard-
Wrigglesworth et al. (2011a). In September, anomalies of the pan-Arctic SIE are well corre-
lated with anomalies of the SIT in the central Arctic, thus anomalies of the SIE re-emerge
from one summer to the next due to the memory of the corresponding SIT anomaly.
In a similar way, peaks of the SIE PPP in the internal Arctic basins during the summers,
can be linked to the persistence of the SIT, coherent with the long-lasting persistence of
the SIV (Fig. A.1 in the Appendix). In these areas, little connection with the upper ocean
should be expected, due to the insulating role played by the sea ice cover during most of the
year.
3.4.4 Dependence on the initial state
Up to this point, the potential predictability of the pan-Arctic and regional SIE in EC-Earth
has been assessed using the mean of all the predictions initialized at various start dates.
However, it must be borne in mind that each prediction starts from a different climate state
(Table A.1 in the Appendix for more details) and that we only have 9 start dates, which
could impact the level of sea ice predictability. We now attempt at identifying how the sea
ice and heat transport of the initial states impact the predictability.
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Figure 3.10: Total Arctic (a) SIE and (b) SIV ensemble spread for the nine IdealPred start dates.
The temporal standard deviation of the ControlRun reference is shown in orange dashed lines.
The potential predictability is estimated as the standard deviation (SD) of the long
control simulation that can be explained by the intra-ensemble SD of the idealized predictions
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(see section 3.2.2 for more details). The closer the ensemble SD is from the reference control
simulation, the lower potential predictability will be. ControlRun SD and IdealPred SD for
SIE (Fig. 3.10a) increase during the retreat of sea ice. The mechanisms behind the September
SIE variance amplification were discussed by Notz (2009) and Goosse et al. (2009). The
ControlRun SIV SD also experiences an early summer increase, followed by a slight decrease
in September (Fig. 3.10b). For IdealPred, similar SIV SD peaks superimpose onto a slow
increase in SD with the lead time. The slow SIV predictability loss (compared to SIE) results
from the large SIV persistence (Fig. A.3a in the Appendix). We saw in Fig. 3.1 that SIE
predictability on average is lost during the first winter and there is a reemergence the second
summer. However, the reemergence in summer does not concern all of the start dates, but
some have completely lost predictability such as 2237, 2220 and 2132. We are unable to
estimate the significance of predictability on individual start dates (and only 8 members),
so we rely partly on the average estimate of significance obtained from the mean of all the
start dates. The other start dates are grouped and below ControlRun SD throughout most
of the 36 months, without meaning that they are significant (unfortunately, no significance
test was calculated for none of the SD values, but since there is no significance for the mean
PPP beyond the second October, individual startdates are not expected to show significant
SD neither). For the SIV, predictability seems to have been lost after the first summer for
the 2120 start date. The loss of SIV predictability on average during the first spring seems
to be mainly due to 2220 and 2237. The reemergence of skill in the second winter seems
to concern most of the start dates except 2120, while the loss of predictability the second
summer seems also mainly related to 2220, 2156 and 2120. Some of the other start dates
could still have some predictability during this second spring and summer, such as 2237,
2132 and 2260, but we are unable to estimate the level of significance. The SD of the other
start dates remain well below the ControlRun SD until the end of the forecast.
SIE SD
SEP 1 MAR 1 SEP 2
SIE -0.02 -0.76 -0.80
SIV 0.07 -0.66 -0.92
AHT 0.17 0.23 0.40
Table 3.1: Table summarizing the correlation between the SIE SD at different forecast times and
the initial SIE, SIV and AHT. The significant correlations at 95% appear in bold. Significance of
the correlations was calculated according to a one-sided student-T test.
Some start dates exhibit a lower SD than others for the same forecast time, even if all
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Figure 3.11: Scatter diagrams of the second September total Arctic SIE SD and the initial (a)
SIE and (b) SIV states for the nine IdealPred start dates. The correlation coefficients are indicated
at the left bottom.
of them are initialized from ControlRun. Correlations, across the different IdealPred start
dates, between the initial SIE, SIV or AHT on one hand and the forecast SIE SD in the
first September on the other hand (SEP 1) are not significant (Fig. 3.11a and Table 3.1).
For the first forecasted March (MAR 1), there is a significant negative correlation between
the initial SIE and the forecast SIE as well as between the initial SIV and the forecast SIE.
These negative correlations increase in magnitude for the second September (SEP 2). No
significant correlations are found with the initial AHT, suggesting that it is the initial sea ice
state rather than the initial ocean that determines to which extent the ensemble members
disperse along the forecast time, i.e. the level of predictability of the SIE. In conclusion, the
thicker and more extensive the initial sea ice is, the larger the potential predictability of SIE
will be.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we analyzed six different control experiments and their corresponding sets
of 3-year ensemble predictions initialized on 1st July from the control experiment for various
start dates. Using this perfect-model protocol, the main objectives of the study are to
assess the regional sea ice predictability of the APPOSITE project models, to explore in
EC-Earth2.3 the predictability sources and mechanisms for the SIE and SIV in different
sub-basins of the Arctic Ocean, and to investigate how understanding the regional-scale
mechanisms and the dependence on the initial state helps to clarify the predictability at the
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pan-Arctic scale.
The potential predictability was estimated by measuring the growth of the ensemble
spread in the idealized predictions, and comparing it to the natural variability derived from
the control experiment. We also calculated lagged correlations in the control simulation,
as a diagnostic approach to assess the persistence or lagged relationships in the control
experiment and thus infer some mechanisms explaining the potential predictability in the
idealized predictions. The comparison of the prognostic and diagnostic approaches indicated
that lagged correlation is a good informative measure of SIE and SIV predictability.
We quantified to what extent the regional Arctic sea ice would be potentially predictable,
if we had a perfect knowledge of the initial conditions of the predictions and the simulated
processes matched perfectly the observed ones. More focus was put on the mechanisms
behind EC-Earth2.3 predictability. For this model the regions could be clustered into three
groups according to their predictability: the peripheral seas, the Labrador Sea and the
interior Arctic basins.
The main conclusions from the multi-model analysis with the APPOSITE experiments
are:
• Consistent SIE predictability reemergence is found in winter for HadGEM1.2, GFDL-
CM3 and E6F, which could be related to the winter negative ice thickness-growth rate
feedback (Tietsche et al., 2014).
• The SIV shows greater predictability, attributable to the long-lasting persistence of the
SIT in the central Arctic for all models.
• The summer-to-summer reemergence of pan-Arctic SIE is consistently related in all
models to the persistence of SIT anomalies in the central Arctic.
• The Baffin Bay and the GIN seas SIE exhibit a robust PPP signal among all models,
characterized by a winter memory reemergence. For most models, there is SIV PPP
reemergence in summer in the Barents, Kara and Chukchi seas. For the rest of the
regions, we found significant inconsistencies, which we attribute to the differences in
the average states of the sea ice.
• For EC-Earth2.3 and in the peripheral seas of the Atlantic Sector, significantly high
PPP values over 1 year, including the 1-year reemergence, are driven by the persistence
of local oceanic thermal anomalies (SST and OHC).
• In the Labrador Sea (for EC-Earth2.3), which is ice-free in July, the PPP peaks between
January and April during the first year, as the result of the subpolar gyre ocean heat
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persistence. However, the January to April peak of the second year seems to be related
to the advection of ocean temperature anomalies from the Irminger Sea and the Eastern
North Atlantic Ocean.
• In the interior Arctic seas in EC-Earth2.3, winter SIE potential predictability is trivial
due to complete ice coverage. The SIV has a longer predictability in these seas than
in peripheral seas as a result of the long SIT persistence.
• The larger the initial SIE and SIV in the predictions, the lower the SIE SD will be in
the following March and September, i.e. the larger the potential sea ice predictability
for about the first year and half.
The heterogeneity of regional mechanisms identified on EC-Earth illustrates that sea ice
predictability can arise from a variety of different sources. For instance, we have seen that
in EC-Earth2.3 the ocean is a potential source of predictability in the peripheral seas, while
the SIT plays a dominant role in the interior seas. These results provide guidance for the
design of operational forecasting systems: for lead times beyond a single season, the ocean
initial state would play a key role in providing skilful forecasts in the marginal ice zone.
Moreover, there are some processes that were not investigated in this study, but that
have been reported in previous studies as sources of sea ice predictability. For instance,
the melt-to-freeze reemergence in the Barents and GIN seas has been related to the local
SST memory (Bushuk et al., 2015; Schlichtholz, 2011). Other studies have shown that the
winter Barents Sea SIA is highly correlated with the heat transport from the Atlantic waters
through the Barents Sea Opening (Årthun et al., 2012; Nakanowatari et al., 2014; Onarheim
et al., 2015). This inflow of warm water can also be driven by the atmospheric variability
with a 1–2 year lag between the cyclonic anomalies and the ice response (Sorteberg and
Kvingedal, 2006).
Previous studies have shown that different state-of-the-art coupled models exhibit similar
sea ice predictability properties, like the melt-to-freeze or summer-to-summer correlation
reemergence (e.g. Day et al., 2014). However, Tietsche et al. (2014) also suggested some
model dependency, and that this related to specific processes: for instance, they showed
that the representation of advective processes could be more model-dependent than the
thermodynamic ones. The mechanisms herein documented for EC-Earth2.3 should therefore
be interpreted with caution until similar diagnostics have been applied to other models.
One important aspect is the possible role of model biases in shaping some mechanisms,
especially on the Pacific side where there is virtually no potential predictability in EC-
Earth2.3 (Guemas et al., 2014c).
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By illustrating the dependence of predictability on the initial sea ice state, this work
complements prior ones which addressed the dependence of predictability on the initialization
month (Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al., 2011a; Day et al., 2014) and on the mean climate.
For instance, Goosse et al. (2009) suggested an initial decrease of the predictability of summer
Arctic SIE due to increased variability during the twenty-first century. The present study
provides further insight into possible regimes of the pan-Arctic sea ice cover variability in the
future. Summer-to-summer reemergence in the pan-Arctic SIE PPP is due to the presence
of perennial sea ice surviving the melt season. In a warmer climate, predictability of the
Arctic sea ice cover may be closer to that of the peripheral seas, with predictability shown
in this analysis suggesting that would be dominated by more ocean-related mechanisms.

4
An anatomy of Arctic sea ice forecast errors
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, potential predictability has been identified up to 1.5 years in some
Arctic regions. This potential predictability can be regarded as an upper bound of what can
really be achieved in real time predictions, which face issues associated, among other things,
with the correct initialization of the forecast system. The initialization methods typically
used for seasonal climate prediction have been introduced in Chapter 1 (section 1.5.1). These
can introduce different forecast errors, which are discussed in the following.
Forecast errors can arise from multiple origins, from the most commonly studied model
drift to specific methodological effects due to, e.g., initial incompatibilities between the start-
ing conditions of the different model components. The model drift manifests as a transition
of the forecast from the observed climate state provided at initialization towards the model
attractor (e.g. Sanchez-Gomez et al., 2016). This occurs at different rates depending on the
location and the process, as well as their representation in the model and the amplitude of
the inherent model biases. To obtain the highest possible forecast skill, we need as much
observational information as possible in the ICs. However, the more observational informa-
tion we include in these ICs, the further the initial state becomes from the model attractor,
and therefore the stronger the drift will be. It becomes a trade-off between the observational
initial information and the distance to the model attractor.
On the other hand, initial inconsistencies typically derive from the mismatch of ICs
of two or more model components (e.g. Mulholland et al., 2015) due to their different
origins. Inconsistencies could also originate from physically-inconsistent interpolations of
the initialization products, like the ocean temperature and salinity giving different density
profiles and leading to instabilities. These sources of errors interact with one another and
disentangling them represents a challenge. This is nonetheless essential to ascertain their
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consequences on the forecast quality. Ultimately, the ability of a forecast system to provide
trustworthy predictions will depend jointly on the quality of the model and of its ICs.
In this chapter, we aim at decomposing the integrated Arctic sea ice forecast errors into
contributions from two different sources in the latest seasonal predictions produced with
EC-Earth3.2 (Acosta Navarro et al., 2019). In particular, we are interested in the develop-
ment of the systematic error as a function of forecast time and the presence of initialization
shocks, as well as their relative importance along the prediction. This paper is organized
as follows: In Section 4.2, the EC-Earth3.2 system and the experimental and observational
datasets are briefly described, together with the initialization methodology. Section 4.3 of-
fers a detailed presentation of the different forecast errors. Their evolution and contribution
to the total forecast error are discussed in Section 4.4. Finally, Section 6.1 summarizes the
main conclusions of this chapter.
4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Model description and experimental setup
The forecasts (also referred to as predictions) and their historical counterpart used in this
chapter were produced with EC-Earth3.2 climate model (Doblas-Reyes et al., 2018; http://www.ec-
earth.org/). The reader is referred to Chapter 2 for more details about the model. Two sets
of seven month-long seasonal forecasts (PRED hereafter) were initialized each year from 1993
to 2008 on May 1st and November 1st, respectively, with an ensemble size of ten members.
The historical experiment (HIST ) consists of one single member.
4.2.2 Products for Forecast Initialization
The atmosphere ICs were interpolated from ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011).
The ocean ICs were also regridded vertically from the ORAS4 (Balmaseda et al., 2013).
ORAS4_ice will refer to the sea ice product used to produce the ocean reanalysis ORAS4.
The sea ice ICs were produced with a NEMO-LIM standalone reconstruction (hereafter re-
ferred to as RECON ) that assimilates full-field daily SIC from ESA (Hollmann et al., 2013)
the last day of every month via a 25-member EnKF (only the first 10 members were used
as the ICs for the sea ice). The choice of 25 members resulted from a compromise of having
a large enough ensemble to sample initial condition uncertainty, while minimizing the high
computational constraints. The atmospheric fields used to force this reconstruction were
taken from the Drakkar forcing set in its version 5.2 (DFS, Dussin et al., 2016). Note that it
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is not possible to initialize directly LIM3 from observations, as this would require compre-
hensive and coherent information on many sea ice variables, which are not all conveniently
observed. The advantage of the EnKF method is that through the use of model covariances,
it assimilates specific observations (in this case of SIC) ensuring at the same time that the
other sea ice and ocean variables evolve consistently with them. For further details on how
the EnKF is implemented in the sea ice model, we redirect the reader to Mathiot et al.
(2012) and Massonnet et al. (2015). Our study focuses on 1993-2008, the period covered
continuously by the ESA SIC product.
4.2.3 Forecast Error Assessment
To validate the forecasts it is desirable to consider an independent dataset to the one used
to produce the initial conditions. We used the satellite data from the NSIDC (Cavalieri
et al., 1996). Since no uncertainty is provided for the NSIDC datasets, we estimated it as
the absolute difference between the two NSIDC SIC products: NASA-Team (Cavalieri et al.,
1996) and Bootstrap (Comiso, 2017), which only differ in the algorithm employed to estimate
sea ice concentrations from passive microwaves measurements (the acronym NSIDC will refer
to NSIDC NASA-Team hereafter). Also, to evaluate the assimilation efficiency of the EnKF
technique, RECON is compared with the same ESA data used for the assimilation.
The characterization of SIC errors was complemented through the evaluation of the IIEE
(Chapter 2). To track the contribution of the different sources of error to the total bias along
the first month, we compute correlations between the spatial patterns that characterise the
different sources of forecast errors, after applying a Gaussian interpolation to give the same
weight to each grid cell, and additionally masking out from 80N to 90N due to the extremely
low sea ice variability at those latitudes.
4.2.4 Limitations of the assimilation procedure
A large systematic overestimation of Arctic SIC with respect to NSIDC (PRED minus
NSIDC) is already present during the first forecast day in most of the peripheral Arctic
regions for the May-initialized predictions (Fig. 4.1a) and across the interior Arctic ocean
for the November-initialized predictions (Fig. 4.1c). In both cases (May and November 1st,
i.e. the forecasts in the first 24 hours) the largest bias (∼50%) occurs at the Eastern side
of the Greenland Sea. These large errors are due to the assimilation protocol itself as a
consequence of large observational uncertainties over the region. Indeed, Fig. 4.1b,d illus-
trate the initial difference between RECON (from which sea ice ICs were extracted) and the
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target observations from ESA that it assimilates, respectively for the first forecasted day of
May and November. Large differences appear in the same regions where the initial forecast
errors emerged. Indeed, more weight has been given to the model information than to ESA
SIC data over those areas in the EnKF that produced RECON. To understand this, it is
important to keep in mind how the EnKF works. The strength of assimilation relies on a
subtle balance between the observational uncertainty and the simulated ensemble spread,
which is assumed to represent the model uncertainty. Whenever observations are uncertain
and the EnKF ensemble has little spread, the EnKF reanalysis remains close to the sim-
ulated model state. This happens, for example, in May and November along the Eastern
Greenland coast, where ESA data exhibit large uncertainties (Fig. 4.2). By contrast, large
model spread with well constrained observations lead to large EnKF increments and there-
fore closer EnKF reanalysis values to the assimilated data. This occurs in November over
the Kara Sea where the model shows a large ensemble spread while there is relatively small
observational uncertainty (Fig. 4.2). This large spread over the Kara Sea mostly derives
from uncertainties in the DFS atmospheric forcing used to drive the different EnKF mem-
bers (not shown). Larger EnKF increments are also expected in regions where the target
assimilated data and RECON have large climatological differences. In regions exhibiting
both important observational uncertainties and large model ensemble spread, the strength
of the assimilation depends on the weights the EnKF associates to each of them. Regions
with the largest observational uncertainty seem to be consistent in the NSIDC and ESA
products (Fig. 4.2). These considerations suggest that in the assessment of forecast errors
it is important to take into account the observational uncertainty to avoid overemphasizing
model errors.
Given the large magnitude of the initial forecast errors in Fig. 4.1 with respect to NSIDC,
in the remainder of the manuscript the errors will be quantified relative to RECON, which
stands as the best possible estimate of the real climate state since it is thought to properly
balance the observational uncertainty and the model uncertainty to produce such estimate.
Our objective is to disentangle the different contributions to the bias. For each month,
RECON runs in free-running mode until the last day of the month, in which satellite data
is assimilated by the EnKF. This can introduce some discontinuity with respect to the past
month trajectory. For this reason, we focus on the first 30 forecast days, i.e. May and
November, before the next assimilation phase happens.
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Figure 4.1: Maps of the SIC bias (PRED vs NSIDC) for (a) May 1st and (c) November 1st for
the period 1993-2008. The purple line represents the model sea ice edge (15% SIC) climatology,
while the green one represents the NSIDC sea ice edge. NSIDC is not the dataset assimilated for
the production of the sea ice ICs. (b) and (d) show the differences in SIC between RECON and
the target observations from ESA for May 1st and November 1st, correspondingly. The purple line
represents the ICs sea ice edge, while the green one represents the ESA sea ice edge. In (a) and (c)
blue colours represent regions with a larger sea ice in PRED than in NSIDC, while for (b) and (d)
they represent regions where RECON simulates more sea ice than ESA.
4.3 Characterisation of the forecast errors
Hereinafter we will use ICs inconsistency to refer to the initial shock derived from the
incompatibility between the sea ice and the ocean initial states (RECON for the sea ice and
ORAS4 for the ocean). The adjustment towards the model attractor will be called Systematic
model error, which will be the difference between HIST and RECON. The Forecast error will
be defined as the difference between PRED and RECON, which will be an error deriving
from the sum of the ICs inconsistency and the drift to the systematic model error.
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Figure 4.2: Maps of the EnKF ensemble standard deviation (10 members) and the SIC uncertainty
for the ESA and NSIDC observational products for the period 1993-2008. For ESA it was calculated
as the SIC standard deviation, while for NSIDC it was measured as the difference between the two
NSIDC products (Bootstrap and NASA-Team). Note that the colorbars are not the same for the
model and the observations.
4.3.1 Systematic model error
PRED is known to experiment a drift as it adjusts towards its own (and biased) climatology.
The rate at which PRED drifts depends on how far the model is initialized from its attractor.
The analysis of HIST allows to determine this attractor and therefore the systematic model
biases. On the 1st of May, the climatological sea ice edge in HIST is displaced towards the
north with respect to RECON in regions like the Barents and Bering Seas where the SIC
are therefore largely underestimated. The opposite occurs in the Labrador Sea (Fig. 4.3b).
Fig. 4.3e shows that, on the 1st of November, the HIST climatology has considerably less
ice than RECON around the Arctic continental margin, in particular over the Kara Sea, and
produces more sea ice in the Baffin Bay. The drift will gradually bring the predictions closer
to these systematic model errors, with regional differences in speed.
4.3.2 Inconsistency between the initialization products
Using products from independent origins for initialization can introduce some shocks, as the
different components adjust to each other in the first days of the forecast. We focus here on
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Figure 4.3: Maps of the SIC difference between the ORAS4_ice and RECON (ORAS4_ice minus
RECON)the 30th of April/31st of October (a,d), HIST and RECON (HIST minus RECON) (b,e)
and PRED and RECON (PRED minus RECON) (c,f) the 1st of May/1st of November respectively
averaged over the period 1993-2008. The green line represents RECON sea ice edge (15% SIC)
climatology, while the purple one represents the ORAS4_ice (a,d), HIST (b,e) and PRED (c,f)
sea ice edge. For all panels, red colours represent areas where RECON has larger SIC than (a,d)
ORAS4_ice, (b,e) HIST and (c,f) PRED, while blue colours show lower SIC for RECON.
the inconsistencies of both the atmosphere and ocean ICs with those in the sea ice. There
exist some notable differences between the sea ice in RECON (used as sea ice ICs) and the
sea ice that was used to produce the ocean and atmospheric reanalyses (ORAS4 and ERA-
Interim, respectively). If we use the sea ice from ORAS4_ice as a reference (which is really
close to that from ERA-Interim), we can see that the assimilation tends to generate more
sea ice in RECON both on the 30th of April and 31st of October (Fig. 4.3a,d), especially
along the Eastern Greenland Coast (from Iceland to Svalbard). This reflects that the ocean
state in ORAS4 is not perfectly compatible with the overlaying sea ice from RECON, and
ORAS4 ocean state will tend to melt the RECON sea ice, while the RECON sea ice will
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Figure 4.4: Maps of the SST difference between ORAS4 and RECON restarts for the period
1993-2008 for (a) April 30th and (b) October 31st. The green line represents RECON sea ice edge
(15% SIC) climatology, while the purple one represents the ORAS4_ice sea ice edge.
tend to cool down the ORAS4 ocean state.
We remind here that as already mentioned in section 4.2.2, it is not possible to initialize
the sea ice component of EC-Earth directly with a given observational dataset of SIC, like
the product used to drive ORAS4, as the initialization of the sea ice model requires providing
the simultaneous state of about 50 different variables which need to be physically consistent
to avoid shocks. The excess of sea ice along the Eastern Greenland coast in RECON with
respect to ORAS4_ice is associated with substantially colder local temperatures in the first
(Fig. 4.4a,b), which implies that in the predictions the relatively warm waters ingested from
ORAS4 will act to melt part of the sea ice initially imposed above, as already seen in Fig.
4.3c,f for day 1. Similarly, colder surface conditions in ORAS4 than in RECON, such as in
the Bering Sea will favour sea ice formation early in the forecast. An inconsistency between
ORAS4_ice SIC and SST appears in the Labrador, Barents and Bering seas and the Sea of
Okhotsk, on April 30th (Fig. 4.3a & 4.4a). This issue will be explained in more details in
the next chapter.
Inconsistencies between the initialization products for the sea ice and the atmosphere
may also lead to some initial shocks. The atmospheric forcing of RECON is DFS, which is
based on ERA-Interim but includes some bias corrections in temperature and humidity in the
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Figure 4.5: Maps of the 2-metre air temperature difference between ERA-Interim and DFS for
the period 1993-2008 for (a) April 30th and (b) October 31st.
Arctic that reduce the mean air temperature by more than 0.6oC everywhere in the Arctic
except in the Baffin Bay (Dussin et al., 2016). Due to these corrections, we should therefore
expect during the first forecast days an overall melting effect of the atmosphere on the sea ice
(that was produced with colder atmospheric conditions). The expected patterns of response
can be deduced from the comparison of the 30th April/31st October air temperature fields in
ERA-Interim and DFS (Fig. 4.5). These show that ERA-Interim is warmer than DFS (and
therefore RECON) everywhere in the Arctic except in the Canadian Archipelago, Baffin and
Hudson Bays for April 30th, and except over the Bering Sea, Sea of Okhotsk and part of
the Canadian Archipelago for October 31st. The contribution of both ice-ocean and ice-
atmosphere inconsistencies to the development of forecast errors will be explored in Section
4.4.2.
Additional inconsistencies could come from using atmospheric ICs produced with a dif-
ferent atmospheric component from the one used for the forecasts. EC-Earth3.2 includes
IFS-cycle36r4 in the atmosphere, which is a more recent version than the one used for ERA-
Interim (cycle31r2).
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4.4 Understanding how the forecast errors develop
4.4.1 IIEE insights on the pan-Arctic sea ice biases
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Figure 4.6: IIEE, AEE and ME as computed for the forecast error (solid line, PRED with RECON
as reference), the systematic model error (dash line, HIST with RECON as reference) and the ICs
inconsistency (dots, ORAS4_ice with RECON as reference). IIEE, AEE and ME are absolute
errors.
The total SIE error (IIEE) can be decomposed into a contribution from the total sea
ice heat budget leading to a general over/underestimation (AEE) and a contribution from
incorrect processes leading to incorrect sea ice locations (ME). In May, the PRED IIEE
develops slowly (Fig. 4.6a) and is still less than half of the HIST values by the end of the
first forecast month, which is in stark contrast with the quick pan-Arctic SIA stabilization
around the systematic model error (Fig. A.4 in the Appendix). Indeed, the IIEE in HIST is
dominated in May by the ME, which is associated with an overestimated SIC in Labrador
Sea/Baffin Bay and Chukchi Sea and an underestimation along the rest of the sea ice edge
(Fig. 4.3b). The AEE evolution is consistent with the SIA one (Fig. A.4 in the Appendix).
The development of IIEE in November is also fast (Fig. 4.6b) and mainly associated to an
increase in AEE (reaching the HIST asymptotic level in about one week), which is consistent
with the overall pan-Arctic SICs underestimation (Fig. A.4 in the Appendix). During this
month, both the systematic model error and the ICs inconsistency are also dominated by the
AEE. ME also grows throughout the month, but much more steadily and at a much lower
rate, and results from overestimated SIC in Labrador and Greenland seas and Hudson Bay
and underestimation along the rest of the sea ice edge (Fig. 4.3). In both May and November,
the drift towards the model attractor (Fig. 4.3b,e) and ICs incompatibility (Fig. 4.3a,d) lead
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to an overall sea ice underestimation (i.e. red areas dominate over the blue ones in Fig. 4.3).
During the freezing season, the overall sea ice cover underestimation is reached as fast as
during the melting season although the systematic model error has larger amplitude. These
integrated diagnostics do not provide a comprehensive description of regional errors and
their compensation which would allow to understand the ME development. These require
the spatial SIC maps described in the next section.
4.4.2 Spatial evolution of the forecast errors
The spatial maps of SIC errors in May (Fig. 4.7) evidence that the ICs inconsistency could
explain large forecast errors over the Greenland Sea. The SIC forecast errors are also quite
close to the ones from the systematic model error by May 30th in sign and pattern (Fig.
4.7). However, for the ICs inconsistency the pattern has a larger longitudinal extension than
the one from HIST. The PRED pattern of errors seems closer to the ICs inconsistency one
before May 30th. In other regions, like the Barents and Kara Seas, the systematic model
error dominates the forecast error in less than 10 days. By forecast day 30, the systematic
model error is not yet fully developed in the forecasts, in particular in the Atlantic sector,
which corresponds to regions of maximum SIC systematic model errors. For May, both the
forecast and the systematic model error show a consistency between SST and SIC: warm
(cold) SSTs are associated with loss (excess) of ice (Fig. 4.7 and Fig. A.5 in the Appendix).
As in May, both the systematic model error and the ICs inconsistency exhibit a sea ice deficit
in the Greenland Sea in November which resembles the pattern of SIC error in PRED (Fig.
4.8). The ICs inconsistency seems to explain the lack of sea ice in the forecast over the Baffin
Bay, that is still present by the end of the month. The SIC errors tend to be consistent with
the SST errors (Fig. 4.9): warm SST are associated with less SIC, and vice versa with the
exception of the Hudson Bay and Barents and Chukchi Seas (Fig. 4.8, left column).
Estimate of SIV melt by the inconsistency between RECON and ORAS4 ICs A
robust assessment of the contribution of the ICs inconsistency to the development of forecast
errors require a quantification of the SIV that could be melted by the warmer ocean in ORAS4
than in RECON (orange line, Fig. 4.10a,b,c). The ICs inconsistency will lead to a cooling of
the ocean and a melting of the sea ice until a new equilibrium is reached. This heat transfer
from the ocean towards the sea ice could be superimposed with an additional model drift
and internal variability in each forecast. To quantify the impact of the ICs inconsistency,
we hypothesize that only the ocean mixed layer contributes to sea ice changes in the first
month, and estimate its potential melting effect by computing the difference in heat content
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of SIC forecast errors for the predictions initialized in May. The first row
corresponds to the ICs inconsistency at lag 0. The second and third rows show the SIC differences
between PRED initialized in May and RECON (left column) and the systematic model error (right
column) for lead times 10 and 30 for the period 1993-2008. The sea ice edge lines follow the legend
of Fig. 4.3.
between ORAS4 and RECON over this layer, which in the Greenland, Baffin and Kara Seas
goes down to 47, 30 and 22m respectively. This total heat is converted into a SIV. Only the
ocean mixed layer is considered in this estimate because of its short timescale of interaction
with the sea ice, which is supposed to be rapid enough to play a key role in the initial fast
adjustment of the forecast. We focus on the Baffin Bay and Greenland and Kara seas during
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Figure 4.8: As Fig. 4.7 for PRED initialized in November.
the November forecasts because these three regions develop the largest negative SIC errors
(Fig. 4.3f). In the Greenland Sea, the ORAS4 ocean holds enough excess heat to melt about
three times as much sea ice than what is melt by the end of the month (Fig. 4.10a), which
indicate a key contribution of the ICs inconsistency to the local SIC forecast errors. This
SIV melt estimate however rely on the hypothesis of a local isolated mixed layer-ice system
which did not consider potential lateral and vertical heat exchanges, nor exchanges with the
atmosphere. This basic heat budget nonetheless demonstrate that enough energy is available
from the warm ORAS4 ocean to explain the forecast sea ice melting. In the Baffin Bay, the
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Figure 4.9: As Fig. 4.8 for the SST.
initial SIV loss in PRED amounts to about 2/3 of the estimate of SIV that can be melted
by the warm ORAS4 by the end of the month (Fig. 4.10b). In the Kara Sea, ORAS4 is
colder than RECON and would favour sea ice formation while the forecast sea ice melts,
which discards any contribution of the ICs inconsistency (Fig. 4.10c). The development of
the systematic model error would rather be the origin of the SIC forecast error in the Kara
Sea (Fig. 4.8).
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Figure 4.10: In blue, the difference in SIV between PRED initialized in November and RECON
for (a) Greenland Sea, (b) Baffin Bay and (c) Kara Sea. The orange line represents the potential
SIV melting that could be explained in PRED if all the heat difference between the sea surface and
the mixed layer boundary at the ICs inconsistency was used to melt sea ice. In the case of the Kara
Sea, the heat difference would involve sea ice generation.
Inconsistency between the atmosphere and sea ice ICs Inconsistencies between the
atmosphere and sea ice are expected to have a lesser impact than between the ocean and
sea ice since the atmospheric heat capacity is about 3-to-4 times smaller than the for the
ocean and the atmosphere is also much lighter (oceans density is ∼784 times higher). To
quantify the effect of the warmer atmosphere in ERA-Interim than in RECON (Fig. 4.5), we
calculate the difference between the 2-metre temperature in ERA-Interim and RECON (i.e.
DFS) on October 31 over the Greenland Sea, as an example, since it is the region exhibiting
the largest 2-metre temperature differences in November. If all the difference in heat from
the lowest 100 metres (the typical height of a stable boundary layer in polar regions) of
the atmosphere was used to melt sea ice, only 0.3 km3 would be melted, which is negligible
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compared to the 100 km3 melt by the end of the first forecast month (PRED minus RECON,
Sea Ice Volume for Greenland Sea; Fig. 4.10a). It should be noted that DFS do not have
temperatures above 2-metre because it is only a surface forcing, so we assuming that the
temperature difference between ERA-Interim and DFS would be constant along the vertical.
By contrast, the ocean is able to melt up to 350 km3 of sea ice if all the excess of ORAS4
heat in the mixed layer (47 m) was provided to the sea ice (Fig. 4.10a). The excess of
ERA-interim heat that can melt sea ice has even lower amplitude in any other Arctic region
than in the Greenland sea.
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Figure 4.11: Spatial correlation between the pattern of ORAS4 minus RECON SIC at forecast
day 0 and the forecast error for each day of the first month (light blue) and synchronous spatial
correlation between the systematic model error and the average forecast error for each day of the
first month (dark blue) for (a) May and (b) November. Dots represent the significant values at the
95% level as estimated from a one-sided student-T distribution.
Competing effect between the ICs inconsistency and the systematic model error
Our final analysis seeks to quantify how much of the forecast error can be explained in
each forecast day by the ICs incompatibility and the model drift. We first compute spatial
correlations between the SIC differences between ORAS4_ice and RECON at forecast time
0 and the forecast error for each of the following 31 days. We also compute the synchronous
correlation between the systematic model error and the mean forecast error as a function
of forecast time (Fig. 4.11). Moreover, we excluded the region from 80N to 90N to mask
out areas with minimum sea ice variability. In May, the influence of ICs inconsistency on
the mean forecast error increases during the first 5 days (Fig. 4.11a), which is probably the
time required for the warm ocean underneath to induce a significant sea ice melting (while
consuming the excess of heat from ORAS4). After 5 days, its effects seem to stabilize and
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correlations slowly decrease but remain significant by the end of the month. The influence
(as indicated by correlation) of systematic error grows steadily, and by 25th May it becomes
predominant over the ICs inconsistency one. By the end of the month the systematic model
error is largely but not yet fully developed, as evidenced by its correlation with the forecast
error ∼0.7, as shown in Section 4.4.2. In November, the contributions from both sources
of errors to the mean forecast error evolve in a similar way to May. The effect of the ICs
inconsistency is, however, already maximum from the first forecast day, which could be
favored by the general fast freezing in November. Furthermore, the systematic model error
prevails over the ICs inconsistency after 19 days.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have identified and quantified the contributions from the different sources
of Arctic sea forecast errors that arise during the first month in a set of seasonal predictions
produced with EC-Earth3.2. The main novelty of this work derives from the use of daily
data, since the effect of some errors and processes is typically hidden in the monthly averages.
Thanks to the use of daily data our results are equally interesting for operational and seasonal
prediction. In the predictions, sea ice was initialized from a forced ocean reconstruction with
Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) assimilation of SIC (RECON).
The main results of the chapter are described in the following:
• The largest initial SIC errors appear in regions of large observational uncertainty and
little model spread, in which the EnKF assimilation relies more strongly on the model,
bringing the ICs far from the observed state.
• The comparison of a historical simulation (HIST) and the initialized predictions (PRED)
has allowed us to study the model drift, i.e., how the systematic model error develops
in time, and to which extent the timescales for the development of biases depend on
the region. The mean forecast error in the PRED initialized in May has not reached
the systematic model error (estimated as the difference between HIST and RECON)
by the end of the month (Fig. 4.7), in particular in regions like the Baffin Bay and
Barents and Kara Seas where the largest systematic errors can be found. For the pre-
dictions initialized in November, the model drift is accountable for the forecast errors
in basins such as Barents, Kara, Chukchi and Bering Seas (Fig. 4.8), where, unlike for
May, it seems to be fully developed before the end of the month.
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• For both the predictions of May and November, errors in sea ice seem to be tightly
linked to errors in the underlying SSTs: e.g., positive SST forecast errors collocated
with negative SIC errors, and vice versa. Exceptions are found in the Hudson Bay and
the Chukchi and the Barents seas in the November PRED.
• Another type of error has been identified related to an inconsistency between the
initialization products used for the ocean and sea ice. In this forecast system, the
ocean initial conditions, taken from ORAS4, are generally too warm for the overlying
sea ice conditions from RECON, which leads to extensive sea ice melting during the
first forecast days. The reason for the warm ORAS4 is explored in next chapter.
• For the month of November, we have quantified the potential SIV melting associated to
these temperature differences between RECON and ORAS4_ice in the three regions
with the largest SIC mean forecast errors. These estimations suggest that the ICs
inconsistency could explain the sea ice melting in the Baffin Bay and the Greenland
Sea by the end of the month, but not in the Kara Sea, where it is probably linked to
the model drift. Incompatibilities between the sea ice and the atmosphere ICs have
also been investigated, but the latter have been shown to have a negligible melting
effect on the sea ice.
• By comparing the patterns of SIC forecast errors with those of the ICs inconsistency
and the systematic model error, we have been able to quantify the contributions to
the forecast error as a function of time. The analysis suggests that the initialization
inconsistency dominates the average forecast error during the first 25 (19) days in May
(November), while the systematic model error dominates afterwards. However, for par-
ticular regions like the Baffin Bay or the Greenland Sea the effect of ICs inconsistency
can overshadow that of the model drift beyond one month.
Many studies have highlighted the importance of the initial conditions to improve the sea
ice predictive capacity (e.g. Chevallier et al., 2013; Dirkson et al., 2017), including for record-
breaking events as the Arctic sea ice minimum of 2007 (Kauker et al., 2009) and November
2016 (Acosta Navarro et al., 2019). However, initialization of sea ice can be compromised by
both the initialization strategy and the observational uncertainties, as shown in this chapter.
Distinct satellite products have also shown substantial differences even when measuring the
same variables such as the sea ice concentration, area and extent (Ivanova et al., 2014). The
retrieval algorithm to generate the sea ice products, can lead to differences in annual Arctic
SIA of more than 1 million km2 (Ivanova et al., 2014). Studies suggest that this instrumental
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uncertainty can even impact substantially the seasonal forecast skill (e.g. Bunzel et al.,
2016). Although the compatibility of ocean and atmosphere initialization products has been
discussed in previous studies (e.g. Liu et al., 2017; Mulholland et al., 2015), it remains a
topic with high potential interest for subseasonal-to-seasonal predictions that would clearly
benefit from additional analyses. The role of these inconsistencies on the forecasts may have
been overlooked in the past as most seasonal prediction studies focus on monthly means,
and these effects seem to manifest primarily at daily timescales. Future works exploring the
best products and approaches for initialization are therefore desirable.
The results from this chapter suffer from a few limitations. First, the calculation of the
systematic model error has relied on the only historical simulation that had been produced
with the same version of the model as used for the forecasts. Ideally, more ensemble members
would be needed to filter out the internal climate variability and thus better constrain the
systematic model error. This recommends some caution in the interpretation of our results,
in particular at the regional level, where the true bias might not be accurately estimated.
On top of that, the forecasts only expanded along 16 start dates, without covering the last
decade, which could influence the robustness of the results discussed in this chapter. Another
limitation is that part of the differences with respect to the sea ice reconstruction might be
due to the fact that the assimilation run was not produced in coupled mode, potentially
introducing an additional component to the initial shock (Mulholland et al., 2015). We keep
this second potential drawback as an open question for future works. Finally, the sea ice
reconstruction could have assimilated some ocean surface data to reduce sea ice uncertainty.
Despite the different errors identified and characterized in our analysis affecting the first
forecast month, this same seasonal forecast system has been proven to be skilful over the Arc-
tic and mid-latitudes, including the representation of extreme climate events (Acosta Navarro
et al., 2019). There are potential ways to avoid, or at least minimize, the forecast shocks
during the first month, such as initializing all system components from fully coupled as-
similation runs performed with the same model version as used for the forecasts. However,
reducing the initial shock does not necessarily translate into an improvement in predictive
capacity. In the next chapter we will compare seasonal forecast systems initialized with sev-
eral strategies based on different combinations of native and non-native products to further
explore the development of the forecast errors, and whether the initial shocks have an effect
on the forecast skill.

5
Comparing three sea ice-ocean initializations
5.1 Introduction
Achieving the best possible description of the initial climate state is essential to provide
skill in seasonal forecasts (Balmaseda and Anderson, 2009; Guemas et al., 2014d). The
impossibility to have a complete picture of the real climate evolution, in particular in remote
regions such as the deep ocean, stimulated the production and use of climate reanalyses (e.g.
Storto et al., 2019).
For Arctic prediction, recent years have brought encouraging progress (Guemas et al.,
2014b). Sea ice initial conditions produced by assimilating ocean data, and nothing else, in
ocean-sea ice models have been shown to enhance the sea ice predictive capacity with re-
spect to a lack of assimilation. For example, using this approach Krikken et al. (2016) could
predict the SIE in the Atlantic sector up to 6 months in advance; similarly Guemas et al.
(2014d) showed improved skill of pan-Arctic SIA during the boreal summer when assimilat-
ing ocean data in the sea ice initial conditions in comparison to an absence of assimilation.
Guemas et al. (2014d) related part of this gain in skill to the constraint exerted by the ocean
nudging on the sea ice. Other studies have demonstrated that assimilating sea ice data can
further increase the sea ice skill. Blockley and Peterson (2018) showed an improvement in
the prediction of the September sea ice edge location when SIT data was assimilated into the
GloSea seasonal prediction system, compared to a baseline with SIT assimilation excluded,
the rest of the configuration being the same. Likewise, Dirkson et al. (2017) evidenced an
amelioration of pan-Arctic and regional sea ice skill for all seasons, but especially during the
summer, after initializing SIT from the PIOMAS reanalysis (Schweiger et al., 2011). A com-
bination of sea ice, ocean and atmosphere data assimilation also revealed skilful predictions
of September SIE 2 months in advance and up to 10 months before for winter SIE in the
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seasonal forecast systems based on the CFSv2 and CanSIPS models (Sigmond et al., 2013;
Wang et al., 2013, respectively).
A large variety of initialization/assimilation approaches have been considered by different
prediction groups, each one with its advantages and disadvantages. Seasonal forecasts are
typically initialized for the ocean component either from a non-native ocean reanalysis (i.e.
built with an alternative ocean model, like ORAS4), or from a native product, i.e. a recon-
struction produced with the same model as the one used for the predictions. A non-native
reanalysis could lead to a fast initial adjustment because the model equilibrium might be
different between the model used for the reanalysis and the one used for the prediction (e.g.
Mulholland et al., 2015). However, non-native reanalysis could be chosen anyway because
of their intrinsic high quality because of an extensive use of available observations and an
advanced assimilation system. Furthermore, the use of compatible ICs between the various
model component has been proven to benefit the forecast skill (Liu et al., 2017). ICs incom-
patibilities are typical of forecast systems initialized through weakly coupled assimilation,
the classical approach applied in operational prediction centers (Arribas et al., 2011; Molteni
et al., 2011; Saha et al., 2010), in which data assimilation is applied independently to each
model component to generate the corresponding ICs (although the coupling between the var-
ious components will tend to exchange assimilated information among them). The paradigm
is now changing, and some forecast centers are starting to follow the emerging technique
called strongly coupled assimilation (Kimmritz et al., 2019; Penny et al., 2019; Penny and
Hamill, 2017; Sugiura et al., 2008), which prevents the occurrence of ICs incompatibilities
in the forecasts. As seen in Chapter 4, these incompatibilities can lead to initial shocks in
the prediction. These initial shocks introduce an unpredictable behaviour in the model drift,
and can be associated to different complex mechanisms, such as the presence of spurious
trends in some of the initialization products (e.g. surface winds in Pohlmann et al., 2017).
In some cases, the main source of error arises from the coupling itself, as the one showed by
Rahmstorf (1995) between the atmosphere and the ocean, which led to an instability of the
oceanic convection patterns accompanied by a transition of the model to a new equilibrium
state. In other cases, initializing the ocean and the atmosphere simultaneously from their
respective reanalysis is not necessarily translated into a skill improvement when compared
to initializing only the ocean (as showed by Pohlmann et al. (2013) when predicting the SAT
over the tropical oceans). As the only sea ice reanalysis publicly distributed is PIOMAS
(unlike the oceanic or atmospheric reanalysis), the sea ice component usually requires to be
initialized from in-house reconstructions (e.g. Chevallier et al., 2013; Guemas et al., 2014d).
This initialization can lead to further shocks if they are not consistent with the oceanic and
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atmospheric ICs. Mulholland et al. (2015) explored this issue by comparing three different
initialization methods. They concluded that non-native analysis should be avoided in ini-
tialization due to differences between model attractors, both in the ocean and atmosphere,
otherwise shocks are expected to occur. However, the impact on the sea ice of native and
non-native initialization has not been previously investigated. To date, very few research
groups have implemented a coupled data assimilation since updating the combined spatial
and temporal scales of the sea ice, the ocean and the atmosphere is technically challeng-
ing and requires high computational resources. The question of how to minimize the initial
shocks and the drift while maximizing the observational information provided to the forecast
system remains open, especially for the Arctic sea ice. On top of that, independent initial
products for the ocean, atmosphere and sea ice are provided in most cases, and the potential
impact of their inconsistency has not been evaluated yet.
The previous chapter described the limitations of a single seasonal forecast system, show-
ing in particular how the inconsistencies between the initialization products for the sea ice,
ocean and atmospheric components can hinder the forecasts over certain regions, where the
initialization shock causes a rapid sea ice melting. This chapter investigates two strategical
choices of initialization of a seasonal forecast system built with Ec-Earth3.2. The first choice
concerns the use of native versus non-native initialization products, with the latter provid-
ing an initial state that is closer to the real world but also leading to stronger shocks. The
second choice concerns the production technique for native initialization products, namely
the use of weak versus strong nudging coefficients when constraining the model towards the
observations. In this case, stronger coefficients ensure a better fit with observations, but
weaker coefficients keep the model closer to its preferred state and therefore minimize the
subsequent drift in the forecasts. In our three forecast systems (i.e. non-native initialization,
native with weak nudging, native with strong nudging), we assess the development of the
forecast biases, the presence of initial shocks and their impact on the predictive capacity.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 5.2 the experimental setup is presented. The
pan-Arctic sea ice errors are evaluated in Section 5.3.1. The daily SIC biases and their
potential causes, with a particular focus on understanding the differences between the three
systems, are addressed in Section 5.3.2. An evaluation of the sea ice forecast skill is presented
in Section 5.3.3. Section 6.1 provides the conclusions of this chapter.
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5.2 Methodology
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Figure 5.1: Schematic description of the main features of the three forecast systems used in
this paper. Colour coding indicates the different model components (ocean and sea ice). The
atmosphere initialization is from ERA-Interim for the three systems. The table at the bottom
indicates the strength of the coefficients used to nudge the ocean towards ORAS4 in the ocean and
sea ice reconstructions used as initial conditions for the hindcasts. The 3D nudging is the same for
Recon_wn and Recon_sn, and has a depth-varying restoring timescale that starts at 3 days below
an average mixed layer of 50 m, and increases monotonically to reach 329 days at 4900 m depth.
The three sets of retrospective predictions and their historical counterpart were produced
with EC-Earth3.2 climate model (Doblas-Reyes et al., 2018; http://www.ec-earth.org/). The
historical simulation consists of 5 members. The three hindcasts (Table 5.1; also referred
to as forecasts) consist of seven month-long seasonal predictions, initialized each year from
1988 to 2012 on November 1st with an ensemble size of 16 members. All three systems have
in common the use of ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) as ICs for the atmosphere.
The choice of initial Gaussian perturbations in ERA-Interim air temperature intend to be
representative of potential initial errors. The impossibility of initializing the sea ice model,
LIM3, directly from observations (as we lack consistent information for all the prognostic sea
ice variables, as e.g. sea ice thickness, in space and time), led us to produce in-house recon-
structions. Our forecasts use two different sets of reconstructions for initializing the ocean
and sea ice components: Recon_wn, produced with a weak restoring coefficient towards
ORAS4 SST of 40 W/m2K, equivalent to a time-scale of 37 days over a depth of 50 m, and
towards ORAS4 SSS of 150 kg/m2/s/psu; and Recon_sn, with a strong restoring coefficient
towards ORAS4 SST of 600 W/m2K and towards ORAS4 SSS of 2250 kg/m2/s/psu, equiv-
alent to about a 4 day time-scale over a depth of 50 m. In both reconstructions, the same
3D ocean temperature and salinity nudging is applied, based on a depth-varying restoring
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time-scale that decreases monotonically from the bottom of the mixed layer (i.e. 3 days for
an average mixed layer of 50m) to the bottom of the ocean (329 days at 4900 m depth).
More details about the SSS restoring can be found in Table 5.1. 5 different members are
generated for each reconstruction, to thus account for the uncertainty in the sea ice state,
each one nudged towards a different member of the ORAS4 reanalysis.
The first hindcast, which we will refer to as Hind_wn hereafter, uses both the sea ice
and the ocean of Recon_wn as ICs. The second, Hind_wn_ORAS4, also initializes its
sea ice component from Recon_wn, but the ocean ICs are taken from ORAS4 (Balmaseda
et al., 2013), which were previously regridded vertically to match the same resolution as
in EC-Earth3.2. The third hindcast, called Hind_sn, is initialized from the ocean and
the sea ice of Recon_sn. The three systems are briefly summarized in Table 5.1. The 16
ensemble members were generated combining the different members of the sea ice, ocean
and atmosphere ICs. The historical simulations comprise 5 ensemble members, and their
comparison with the hindcasts will allow to estimate how fast the systematic model biases
develop in the forecasts and whether the hindcasts show a gain in skill derived from initial-
ization. Our observational reference will be NSIDC (Cavalieri et al., 1996), while we will
refer to ORAS4_ice for the sea ice product used as a boundary condition for the sea ice in
ORAS4.
By comparing the first and third initialization strategies we will be able to investigate
(1) the impact of the surface nudging coefficient strength on the sea ice predictions. The
first and the second strategies will inform us about (2) the advantages and disadvantages
of initializing the ocean from a native or non native product, in particular regarding their
impact in the bias and the skill. Finally, a full comparison between the three will (3) help to
identify which one is the best initialization methodology for optimizing the sea ice forecast
skill.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Development of sea ice biases
A first insight into SIE biases The model persistently overestimates the SIE from
November until June as seen by comparing the historical simulations with NSIDC and
ORAS4_ice climatologies (purple, Fig. 5.2). In the reconstructions, a weak nudging to-
wards ORAS4 allows for drastically reducing the positive SIE bias (Recon_wn, light blue),
while with a strong nudging, the bias becomes negative (Recon_sn, light green), a result
that seems to be counter-intuitive. We will explain the reasons for this puzzling feature in
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Figure 5.2: Pan–Arctic daily SIE climatology (1988-2012) for the three November-initialized hind-
casts, the historical ensemble, the two reconstructions and two observational products (NSIDC and
ORAS4_ice). Only the ensemble means of both the reconstructions and the hindcasts are shown for
the sake of clarity. Their ensemble spread is comparable to the difference between the observational
products.
section 5.3.2. Hind_wn (dark blue, Fig. 5.2) starts from Recon_wn, and remains as close
to NSIDC as Recon_wn for about 3 months. This indicates a persistence of ICs information
on timescales longer than monthly. Then Hind_wn slowly converges toward the histori-
cal experiment (black), although it is only half-way between Recon_wn and the historical
simulations by the end of the forecast. Hind_sn (yellow) has, unexpectedly, a stronger ini-
tial bias than Recon_sn, revealing an initialization shock. In less than a month, Hind_sn
crosses Recon_sn and starts approaching the observed climatologies, which it meets after
four months. In the last three months, it develops a positive bias as it gradually converges
towards the historical state, but without reaching it. By the end of the forecast, Hind_wn
and Hind_sn nearly overlap, which indicates that their differences in ICs (mainly differ-
ences in the sea ice and ocean mixed layer) are forgotten by then. Hind_wn_ORAS4 (red)
starts from the same point as Hind_wn (dark blue), since they share the same sea ice ICs,
but quickly develops a negative SIE bias. After about 10 days, Hind_wn_ORAS4 joins
Hind_sn, following afterwards a very similar trajectory, which indicates a dominant effect
of ocean ICs on the sea ice since the surface ocean in ORAS4 and Recon_sn are very close
due to the strong Recon_sn restoring towards ORAS4. None of the three forecasts has
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completely converged towards the historical simulations after 7 months (Fig. 5.2a). Note
that during the first three forecast months NSIDC, ORAS4_ice, Hind_wn and Recon_wn
SIE overlap most of the time, making it hard to differentiate them.
(a) (b) (c)
Historical Recon_wn Recon_sn
Figure 5.3: SIC differences between the (a) historical simulations (November 1st), (b) Recon_wn
(October 31st), (c) Recon_sn (October 31st) and NSIDC. The green line represents NSIDC sea ice
edge (15% SIC), while the purple one represents the sea ice edge in the (a) historical simulations,
(b) Recon_wn and (c) Recon_sn.
Regional distribution of SIC biases As mentioned in Chapter 4, the SIE bias offers
limited information about the local SIC biases because of the regional compensation of
positive and negative SIC biases. On the other hand, spatial maps of SIC biases provide a
complete description, but an extensive comparison between different forecast systems for all
forecast times represent too large an amount of information. The IIEE and its components
thus emerge as useful indices to synthesize and compare this information. In this section,
the evolution of these indices in the three forecast systems and the historical experiment
(Fig. 5.4), together with the spatial SIC biases for some selected forecast times (Figs. 5.3
and 5.5), will be described.
The initial SIC biases indicate a widespread overestimation of the SIC in the historical
simulations on the 1st of November, particularly pronounced on the Atlantic side (Fig.
5.3a), with a narrow band of underestimated SICs along the Russian Coast. The overall SIC
overestimation is substantially reduced in Recon_wn (Fig. 5.3b) thanks to the constraint
of the sea ice cover via the ocean nudging. In contrast to Recon_wn, the stronger nudging
in Recon_sn (Fig. 5.3c) leads to a mixture of SIC overestimation in the central Arctic and
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SIC underestimation in the MIZ. Further details on the reasons behind these reconstructed
biases are given in Section 5.3.2. For the first forecast day of the three prediction systems
(Fig. 5.5a,b,c), most of the SIC errors originates from their counterpart in the corresponding
reconstructions used for initialization (Fig. 5.3a,b).
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Figure 5.4: (a) IIEE, (b) AEE and (c) ME for the three forecast systems and the historical
ensemble.
The IIEE and AEE are approximately stable in the historical simulations until approx-
imately leadtime 180, which corresponds to a widespread SIC overestimation (Fig. 5.4a,b).
The acceleration in AEE growth from lead time 150 to 181 originates from the slower model
melting than in NSIDC (Fig. 5.2). Around day 181, the IIEE and AEE of the historical sim-
ulations start decreasing in association with the melt season in progress. Hind_wn_ORAS4
IIEE is initially very close to the Hind_wn one since they share the same sea ice ICs (but
slightly lower for Hind_wn_ORAS4 because the ocean ICs reduce slightly the SIC overes-
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timation), while Hind_sn IIEE is nearly twice higher (Fig. 5.4a). At forecast time 1, this
is consistent with the negative Hind_sn/Recon_sn SIE bias, which is larger in absolute
values than the positive Hind_wn/Hind_wn_ORAS4/Recon_wn bias. A sharp drop in
IIEE for Hind_sn in the first weeks is explained by the widespread SIC underestimation
from Recon_sn being canceled by the development of the model inherent SIC overestima-
tion in about 2 to 3 weeks (Fig. 5.5c,g,k). The initial drop in IIEE for Hind_wn_ORAS4
is also explained by the growing SIC underestimation induced by the ocean ICs over the
Baffin Bay and in the Barents and Kara seas, as well as marginally in the Greenland and
Chukchi seas (Fig. 5.5b,f,j), which partially compensates for the SIC initial overestimation
(Fig. 5.4a,b). In about 3 weeks, the biases in Hind_wn_ORAS4 have converged towards
the ones of Hind_sn (Fig. 5.5f,g), which illustrates the key role of the ocean on the sea ice
biases. Hind_wn IIEE evolution is more straightforward, since we only see an amplification
of the initial biases to converge toward the historical biases.
The IIEE of the three forecast systems tend to approach the historical experiment one.
This IIEE increase (Fig 5.4a,b) are associated to large errors emerging along the sea ice
edge of the Sea of Okhotsk, Bering, Greenland, Labrador and Barents seas (Fig. A.6a,b,c
in the Appendix for lead time 181). After 7 months (the end of the forecasts) none of the
hindcasts has reached the IIEE values in the historical experiment (consistently with the
SIE bias), which indicates that there is still some potential added value of initialization.
This is because the model systematic SIC overestimation has not been completely reached
in the Atlantic sector (mostly in the Labrador and Barents Seas) nor in the Bering Sea (Fig.
A.6a,b,c,d in the Appendix and Fig. 5.5m,n,o,p for lead time 181). The IIEE is dominated
by the AEE, which decreases during the first three weeks due to errors of opposite sign to
the widespread SIC underestimation (overestimation) in Hind_sn (Hind_wn_ORAS4),
but these new errors are reported in the ME.
Having a comprehensive explanation of the ME evolution represents a challenge, since the
areas implied are small and the differences among experiments are marginal. Hind_sn AEE
tends to be minimal around day 20 when the best balance between the SIC overestimation
induced by the model and the underestimation coming from Recon_sn occurs (Fig. 5.5i,k).
Contribution of the systematic model error to the forecast SIC biases As in Chap-
ter 4, we estimate how much of the forecast SIC bias is explained by the systematic model
errors at each time step. For this, we correlate spatially the SIC bias of each forecast system
at each forecast day with the historical bias for the corresponding calendar day (Fig. 5.6).
The contribution of the systematic model error grows steadily for Hind_wn, as expected
from a hindcast in which no initialization shock occurs. By contrast, Hind_wn_ORAS4,
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Figure 5.5: SIC biases for the three forecast systems and the historical simulations for the forecast
times 1, 5, 20 and 181 of a set of November-initialized forecasts. NSIDC was used as the reference
dataset. The green line represents NSIDC sea ice edge (15% SIC), while the purple one represents
the sea ice edge of each forecast system.
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for which the ocean and sea ice are not initially consistent, starts very close to Hind_wn
since they share the same sea ice ICs (as described in Figs. 5.2 and 5.5), but correlations
quickly drop to the Hind_sn correlation in approximately 10 days. This reflects a sea ice
adjustment to the ocean ICs (which are very close for Hind_wn_ORAS4 and Hind_sn)
in about 10 days, which indicates a driving role of ocean conditions on the sea ice state.
Hind_sn bias is initially anticorrelated with the historical one since the reconstruction pro-
viding its ICs (Recon_sn) generally underestimates the SIC, which opposes to the general
overestimation in the historical experiment (as seen in Figs. 5.3 and 5.5). As forecast time
increases, the overall Hind_sn SIC underestimation gradually fades away (Fig. 5.5) thus
giving place to a general overestimation (as in the historical simulations) and a correlation in-
crease in Fig. 5.6. After three months, the contribution of the systematic model error to the
forecast bias of the three systems is similar, although with slightly lower values in Hind_sn.
At the longest forecast times, the regions still showing a clear disagreement between the
hindcast and the historical experiment SIC biases (Fig. 5.5) are the northern part of the
Barents Sea, in which they are of opposite sign (excess of ice in the historical and deficit in
the hindcasts), and the Bering Sea, in which the historical bias is much more pronounced
than in the hindcasts. Given the 7-month lead time, we can expect these differences to stem
from the ocean initialization, which can provide memory at seasonal and longer timescales.
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Figure 5.6: Synchronous pattern correlation between the daily model systematic error and the
forecast bias for the forecasts initialized in November of the three systems. In order to weight the
grid cells equally, data were interpolated previously to a Gaussian grid to ensure that they have the
same area. The significance level relies on a one-sided student-T distribution and correspond to the
confidence level of 95%.
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5.3.2 Impact of ocean temperature on the sea ice biases
This subsection explores to which extent the initial subsurface ocean conditions can shape
the SIC biases.
The weak nudging in Recon_wn (40 w/m2) leads to a SST overestimation over the
central Arctic compared to ORAS4, and an underestimated SST over most of the Atlantic
sector (Fig. 5.7a). Despite the strong SST nudging coefficient applied in Recon_sn (600
w/m2), its mean SST still differs from the one of ORAS4 (Fig. 5.7b) and its SIC with
ORAS4_ice (Fig. A.7 in the Appendix). Indeed, the SST biases reverse over the MIZ in
the Atlantic sector in comparison to Recon_wn, i.e. a too warm ocean, consistent with the
underestimated SIC over the same region. The surprising change of sign in the SST bias
with a strong nudging is related to the method used by ORAS4 to cope with the absence of
sea ice model, which will be explained later in this section.
Differences in the SST at initialization between Recon_wn and ORAS4 (Fig. 5.7a) can
also explain part of the later differences in SIC between Hind_wn and Hind_wn_ORAS4
(Fig. 5.5). For example, in the Barents and Kara seas, the SSTs are warmer in ORAS4 than
in Recon_wn (Fig. 5.7a,b), leading to less sea ice in Hind_wn_ORAS4 than in Hind_wn
in the first month (Fig. 5.5f,i).
Sea ice information management in ORAS4 The strong SST and SSS nudging in
Recon_sn ensures that the reconstruction is as close as possible to the observed ocean state
(ORAS4), and substantially closer than when using the weak nudging. However, it comes
at the expense of producing imbalances. An imbalance could derive from the nudging of
the temperature and salinity, that, even with the same restoring timescales, might create
density anomalies and instabilities because of the non-linear density equation in temperature
and salinity. Another example could be the creation of anomalous density current because
of the density anomalies just mentioned. There is a non-linear dependence of the freezing
point temperature of seawater (Tfr), which conditions the melting of sea ice, on the SSS.
The seawater freezing point temperature is given by the following formula (Vancoppenolle
et al., 2012):
Tfr = −0.0575SSS + 1.710523× 10−3 SSS3/2 − 2.154996× 10−4 SSS2 (5.1)
where SSS is expressed in psu, and Tfr computed in Celsius degrees.
Following this formula, we find that SSTs in Recon_sn are above the freezing point
temperature obtained from the corresponding SSS values over most of the Arctic (Fig. 5.7c),
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Figure 5.7: SST differences of (a) Recon_wn and (b) Recon_sn with ORAS4 for the restarts of
October 31st. The green line represents ORAS4_ice sea ice edge (15% SIC), while the purple ones
represents the sea ice edge of each reconstruction. (c) Difference between the freezing point tem-
perature in Recon_sn and the SST in Recon_sn for October 31st. The freezing point temperature
was calculated following formula 5.1. The golden line represents the NSIDC sea ice edge at 55%
concentration. The green dots represent those grid cells which are inside the ice pack (>15% SIC)
and have a SST larger than the freezing point. The pink contours represent the regions where the
SIC is underestimated in Recon_sn as in Fig. 5.3b.
which thus favours the sea ice melting anywhere where SST > T fr. Either a lower SSS or a
lower SST would have been needed to avoid this sea ice melting. This incompatibility derives
from the fact that ECMWF-System4 uses a different approach to LIM3 to define the freezing
point temperature (Balmaseda et al., 2013; Mogensen et al., 2012). This system lacks a sea
ice component, and observed SICs are imposed as a boundary condition. Because of this, the
ocean model surface temperature needs to be adjusted to make it compatible with the sea
ice state. For this, two criteria are applied. First, the freezing point temperature is imposed
at the ocean surface whenever observed SICs overcome a threshold of 55%. In a coupled
ocean-sea ice model whenever heat is extracted from the ocean surface its temperature drops
until the freezing point, then heat goes on being extracted while sea ice forms, the ocean
temperature being maintained at the freezing point. Since it is impossible to transform all
the ocean water into sea ice before extracting more heat to decrease further the temperature,
the surface ocean and the basal ice temperature can never be below the freezing point. In
ORAS4, whenever heat is extracted from the ocean surface by the atmospheric forcing, the
temperature can drop below the freezing point. The second criterion is that whenever SIC
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is below the given threshold but the model SST is below the freezing point, the strength
of the relaxation term to the observed SST is increased. When SIC < 55% and SST >
freezing point, the model is left with its usual ocean data assimilation with whichever biases
it could incur. This means that for some SIC values below 55%, there might be a mismatch
between the observed SIC and the local surface temperature in ORAS4, with the later being
too warm for that particular SIC state (Fig. 5.7c and Fig. A.7 in the Appendix). This
has implications for any simulation that assimilates ORAS4 temperature and salinity in
polar regions, especially those in which the assimilation is strong. For example, this issue
seems to affect Recon_sn: the 55% concentration contour in ORAS4_ice (Fig. 5.7c, golden
lines) delimits fairly well the regions where the SSTs are warmer than the freezing point
temperature inside the sea ice pack (i.e., 15% < SIC < 55%; Fig. 5.7c, green dots). Besides,
we also see that this same region coincides roughly well with the area where Recon_sn is
underestimating the SIC (Fig. 5.7c, pink lines), with the exception of some parts of the East
Siberian and Kara Seas, in which oceanic transport of warm temperatures could be playing a
role. In short, Fig. 5.7c shows how using strong SST and SSS restoring coefficients towards
ORAS4 derives in a sea ice melting at some locations (especially along the peripheral regions
of the Arctic sea ice cover; Fig. 5.3c).
Lowest SIC biases related to SST biases We now explore which forecast system has the
pan-Arctic average SIC biases, region per region during winter (December-January-March;
DJF) and spring (March-April-May; MAM), the two seasons covered by the hindcasts, pro-
viding recommendations regarding the choice of an initialization strategy depending on the
region of interest. Overall, Hind_sn exhibits the lowest SIC bias in DJF and MAM com-
pared to the other two systems, in particular for most of the Atlantic sector. In the Pacific
sector Hind_wn_ORAS4 prevails over the others (Fig. 5.8a,b). None of the forecast sys-
tems is found to be significantly better than the others regarding the SIC and SST biases (i.e.
the differences in biases are not significant). We do highlight those grid cells in which the
bias differences are the largest in magnitude, using stippling wherever the hindcast with the
lowest SIC (SST) bias is at least 2% (0.1oC) smaller than the bias of the hindcast with the
second lowest. Thus, the Irminger, Greenland and Barents Seas are identified both in DJF
and MAM as regions where Hind_sn has the lowest SIC bias by a non-negligible amount.
Interestingly, this system also leads to the lowest SST bias for DJF and MAM in the same
regions (Fig. 5.8c). Hind_wn_ORAS4 exhibits the lowest SIC and SST bias in DJF over
the Labrador Sea, Sea of Okhotsk, part of Hudson Bay and Kara Sea that corresponds to
the lowest SST bias for the same system, and that matches the grid points with stippling.
In MAM, this is reduced to isolated areas of the Sea of Okhotsk and Bering and Kara seas.
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These results suggest that a strong SST nudging towards ORAS4, or using directly ORAS4
ocean ICs not only tends to constrain better the SST, but it also has the potential to decrease
the SIC biases along marginal ice regions long after the initialization.
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Figure 5.8: (a-b) Identification of the system with the lowest (absolute) SIC bias in DJF and
MAM compared to NSIDC at the grid cell scale. Grid cells with climatological SIC seasonal values
above 90% were masked out. Dots indicate grid cells where SIC lowest bias differs at least in 2%
concentration from the second lowest bias. For DJF, the areas represented by each experiment
are 1.96 million km2 (Hind_wn), 4.53 million km2 (Hind_wn_ORAS4) and 5.19 million km2
(Hind_sn). For MAM, 1.91, 2.28 and 3.11 million km2, correspondingly. (c-d) Same for SST,
using EN4 data set as the reference. Dots indicate grid cells where SST lowest bias differs at least
by 0.1oC from the second lowest bias. Grids cells where SIC is larger than 90% have been masked
out.
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5.3.3 Skill assessment
We now assess whether the same initialization approaches leading to smaller sea ice biases are
also associated with higher prediction skill. For this, we compute the ACC for the pan-Arctic
SIE at the monthly time scale in the three forecast systems and the historical experiment
(Fig. 5.9), using NSIDC as the reference. Monthly means were used to average out the noise
effects at daily scales, which introduce high differences in ACC between one day and the
next, hampering the identification of skill scores that are significantly different.
Differences between the initialized forecasts and the historical simulations are small until
spring, suggesting that the forced trend dominates the skill during the freezing season (Fig.
5.9a). The ACC for the three forecast systems shows very similar values, with a multi-
forecast range that never exceeds 0.1 points of correlation during the seven forecast months
(Fig. 5.9a). Correlations are not significantly different between the forecasts themselves nor
between either of them and the historical experiments (calculated by a two-sided t-test as
in Siegert et al. (2017)), in the latter case even for correlation differences larger than 0.2.
This is due to our limited sample size (25 start dates). To circumvent this issue, we assess
the skill of the individual members even though there is a redundancy with many forecasts
(individual members) attempting at capturing a same observed trajectory. The 5 historical
members are repeated until reaching 16 (the number of forecast members). This approach
has the downside of leading to systematically lower skill scores, due to the presence of
larger noise in the individual members, but it allows to identify significant differences thanks
to the larger sample size. Indeed, the ACC calculated this way now shows significantly
different correlations between the three forecast systems and the historical experiments in
November and December. This implies an added value of initialization regardless of the
initialization methodology (Fig. 5.9b). No significance difference in correlations has been
detected between the forecast systems. When compared against the historical ACC, forecast
skill values are statistically indistinguishable during January and February, but significantly
different correlations appear again for March and April (except Hind_sn in April). This
could be associated to a freeze-to-melt reemergence of correlations due to SST anomalies
persisting over some locations across the sea ice edge (see Chapter 3). In May, no added
value from initialization is seen again in the three systems.
We now repeat the ACC analysis for the individual Arctic basins, using the concatenated
members to increase the sample size and thus highlight differences which are not identifiable
using the correlations of the ensemble mean. Most of the central Arctic basins do not
show significant skill, mainly due to the low sea ice variability, so their ACC is not shown.
Regional SIE skill responds differently to initialization depending on the basin, reflecting
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Figure 5.9: ACC of the pan-Arctic monthly SIE in the three hindcasts and the historical experi-
ment in the period 1988-2012. NSIDC was used as the reference to evaluate the forecast skill. Panel
(a) was calculated using the ensemble mean, while for panel (b) all members where concatenated
to produce a longer timeseries. Dots identify the significant correlations, which rely on a one-sided
student-T distribution. Crosses identify when the correlation values in the forecasts are significantly
different than in the historical experiment, calculated according to a two-sided t-test.
different regimes of sea ice variability. However, a consistent result is that all the peripheral
regions show added value of the initialization for at least the first forecast month (Fig. 5.10).
In the Atlantic sector, the Labrador Sea stands out as the region where the three systems
outperform the historical for all forecast months. The Hudson and Baffin bays and the GIN
and Kara seas also show an enhanced skill with respect to the historical experiment for
between 3 to 5 months, depending on the initialization method. In the Pacific sector, only
the Sea of Okhotsk sees a clear improvement in skill related to initialization for the first three
months. In this and the Atlantic regions previously commented the historical experiment
shows weak and sometimes insignificant ACC values, which suggests that there is a moderate
contribution of the forced trend in their variability. On the other hand, the trend explains
most of the skill in the Barents Sea, about 1/3 in the Labrador Sea, and it also explains the
skill in the second half of the forecasts in the GIN seas and the Sea of Okhotsk. The skill
improvement for the basins mentioned might be related to a shift in the bias patterns derived
from the ocean ICs, which could help the model variability to project onto the observed one.
The SIE skill calculated using detrended anomalies agree with these results (not shown): a
larger and significant skill for the three forecasts compared to the historical experiment.
To narrow down the areas where the hindcasts and the historical simulations are skilful,
their spatial ACC maps for SIC are produced (Fig. 5.11), focusing on the winter and summer
seasons. The ACC of the historical experiment is only strong and significant in the Kara
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Figure 5.10: As in Figure 5.9b but for the SIE in the peripheral regions.
sea in winter, and it shifts to the Barents sea in spring, with other regions that also have
significant but weaker ACC values being the Sea of Okhotsk and Baffin Bay. The three
hindcasts evidence a clear gain in skill during the two seasons, particularly in the Hudson
Bay, Barents, GIN and Chukchi seas in DJF in agreement with Fig. 5.10 and in the Labrador
Sea for both DJF and MAM. For both seasons, the main differences in skill between the three
hindcasts appear in the Sea of Okhotsk and Bering and Chukchi seas, although the ACC
values are so close that it becomes hard to identify the best skill.
When compared between each other, Hind_wn_ORAS4 shows the highest skill in DJF
for most of the Bering and Chukchi seas and also in the Sea of Okhotsk (Fig. 5.12a). For
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the Hudson and Baffin bays as well as for the Barents and Kara seas, results are rather
noisy and none of the hindcasts appear to be generally better than the other. For MAM,
Hind_wn_ORAS4 again exhibits the largest ACC values in the Sea of Okhotsk (Fig. 5.12b).
For the rest of regions, no hindcast stand outs clearly with respect to the others. None of
the correlations shown for the hindcasts in Fig. 5.11 are significantly different from those in
the other hindcast (calculated by a two-sided t-test). Also, unlike for the SIC biases in Fig.
5.5, no clear correspondence is found between the largest significant ACC for the SST and
the SIC (Fig. 5.12c-d), except for some individual grid points of the Labrador Sea in DJF
and the Barents Sea in MAM. A correspondence between the largest ACC and the lowest
bias in SIC can only be seen for the Bering Strait in DJF and the Sea of Okhotsk in MAM.
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have compared the Arctic sea ice biases and prediction skill in three
different seasonal forecast systems produced with EC-Earth3.2. The sets of predictions
differ by their initialization methodology for the ocean and the sea ice, while using the
same atmospheric ICs (ERA-Interim). These three initialization strategies consist of: (1)
taking both the sea ice and the ocean ICs from an in-house reconstruction that assimilates
ORAS4 temperature and salinity with a weak restoring coefficient (40 W/m2K and 150
kg/m2/s/psu, respectively); (2) using the sea ice ICs from the same reconstruction as in 1
and the ocean ones from ORAS4; (3) the same as 1 but from a reconstruction that uses a
strong restoring coefficient (600 W/m2K for the SST and 2250 kg/m2/s/psu for the SSS).
These three experiments allowed us to investigate the effect of different surface nudging
coefficients on the sea ice forecasts, the benefits and disadvantages of initializing from a
native or non native ocean product and to help identifying the initialization methodology
that leads to a better sea ice forecast skill.
Concerning the sea ice biases, the main findings of this study are:
• The model systematically overestimates the sea ice across the whole Arctic, as seen in
the historical experiment. This bias is drastically reduced with initialization of the sea
ice from a weakly nudged reconstruction (by more than the half, as indicated by the
integrated edge errors). After 7 months, biases have not been developed completely in
any of the 3 hindcasts, an indication that the benefits from initialization can persist
throughout several seasons in the Arctic.
• The initial shock for strategy 2 is caused by an inconsistency between the ICs of the
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Figure 5.11: Spatial ACC maps of SIC in DJF (left) and MMA (right) in the three hindcasts
and the historical experiment. NSIDC was used as the reference to evaluate the forecast skill.
These plots are based on ensemble means. Dots represent the significant values at the 95% level as
estimated from a one-sided student-T distribution.
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Figure 5.12: (a-b) Hindcast with the largest and significant ACC of SIC in DJF and MAM.
NSIDC is used as reference. (c-d) Same but for SST, using EN4 as reference. Grids cells where
SIC is larger than 90% have been masked out to exclude the central Arctic, where the systems are
unskilful.
ocean and the sea ice. The ocean ICs from ORAS4 are affected by a warm bias in the
high latitudes. Although the reconstruction with weak nudging uses ORAS4, its ocean
is not as warm as ORAS4 so that when its sea ice is combined with ORAS4 to produce
a set of ICs, an initial shock is triggered.
• For strategy 3, the initial shock derives from the fact that both the ocean and sea ice
are affected by the warm ORAS4 bias in this reconstruction, so there is also a strong
sea ice deficit which is not consistent with observations. This explains a very strong
drift, which is in fact derived from the lack of sea ice model in ORAS4, which is handled
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with an ad-hoc algorithm providing erroneous temperature.
• In the first two weeks of forecast, sea ice forecast biases are dependent on the sea ice
reconstruction from which they are initialized.
• After 20 days into the forecast, differences between hindcasts are substantially reduced.
The two hindcasts in which the ocean is initially closer to observations (strategies 2
and 3 ) nearly overlap with consistently lower sea ice biases until the end of the forecast
than the hindcast 1, started from the reconstruction with weak ocean nudging. This
demonstrates the crucial role of the ocean in driving the sea ice biases.
• In winter (DJF) and spring (MAM) seasons, and at the regional level, hindcasts with
the lowest SIC biases tend to coincide with those with the lowest SST biases. For
example, the 2nd initialization strategy in the Sea of Okhotsk and the Bering Sea, or
in the 3rd along the Atlantic sector, from Southern Greenland to Svalbard. Methods
initializing the ocean closer to the observed state are beneficial to ultimately reduce
the sea ice biases.
Regarding the impact of initialization on the prediction skill, the following conclusions
have been drawn:
• No significant differences between the ACC of the three hindcasts and the historical
experiment have been found using the ensemble means due to the limited sample size.
An alternative way, using not the ensemble means as predictions but the individual
members each correlated with the observations, was considered to increase the sample
size. This method does not provide a fair estimate of prediction skill but allows for a
fair comparison between systems. It allowed to see significant differences in pan-Arctic
SIE skill between the three hindcasts and the historical experiment during the first two
forecast months, but none between either of them.
• The Labrador Sea stands out as the only region in which the ACC for the three
hindcasts is significantly different from the skill in the historical experiment during the
whole prediction. For the rest of peripheral basins, the added value of initialization in
the three forecasts typically lasts 3 months.
• Unlike for the bias, there is no initialization strategy that clearly outperforms or un-
derperforms the rest, either for the pan-Arctic or the individual regions. Moreover, no
correspondence has been found between the locations and hindcasts with the largest
SST skill and the largest SIC skill.
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• The analysis has also been unable to detect any clear regional association, for any
initialization strategy, between sea ice bias and skill improvements.
Due to the lack of a sea ice model during the production of ORAS4, excessively warm
temperature provided by an ad-hoc surface algorithm have shown an impact for the re-
construction strongly assimilating it. This problem will hopefully be solved with the new
ORAS5 (Zuo et al., 2018), which includes LIM2 as sea ice model.
Preliminary results of an on-going study show that SIC biases can be considerably reduced
when using sea ice nudging. However, the consistency between reconstructions using sea ice
restoring and independent ocean reanalyses (e.g. ORAS4) is not guaranteed at initialization
and shocks are expected to occur (as in Chapter 4). To reduce the initialization shocks,
weakly or strongly coupled assimilation, in which the ocean/atmosphere/sea ice observations
are simultaneously assimilated, are an optimal way forward, and EC-Earth community is
making progress in that direction. This analysis has only focused on the impact of these
initialization strategies on Arctic sea ice. Larger (and possibly significant) differences across
strategies can be expected when focusing on other variables, regions and timescales (e.g.
SST in the North Atlantic, a prominent region of multidecadal variability).

6
Conclusions and perspectives
This thesis has focused on estimating the level of predictability and the mechanisms behind
it at the pan-Arctic and regional scale, exploiting both idealized experiments and real pre-
dictions. We have also identified the contributions to the development of forecast biases
coming from the initial conditions and the model inherent biases. This work finally aimed at
providing recommendations regarding initialization strategies to minimize the forecast biases
and maximize the predictive skill. In Chapter 1, we raised three main objectives, that now
will be revisited in the form of various questions with their respective answers (section 6.1).
Section 6.2 exposes the remaining questions that have not been answered yet or that need
to be further investigated to obtain more conclusive answers.
6.1 Conclusions
¶ Investigating the sources of sea ice predictability at pan-Arctic
and regional scales using a perfect model approach
I Is the level of potential predictability of the pan-Arctic and
regional sea ice model dependent?
This question has been answered in Chapter 3 by comparing an ensemble of idealized
predictions with 6 different GCMs, all coordinated by the APPOSITE project and initialized
in July. A reemergence in pan-Arctic SIE predictability was consistently found the first and
the second winter for HadGEM1.2, GFDL-CM3 and E6F models. Long control simulations
allowed us to identify a summer-to-summer reemergence of pan-Arctic SIE with similar
amplitude in all models, which was related to the summer SIT memory, as suggested by
Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al. (2011a). For the pan-Arctic SIV, the 6 APPOSITE models
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showed a persistence that ranged from 1 to 3 years. This SIV persistence was related to the
long-lasting persistence of SIT anomalies in the central Arctic.
Despite the different climatological sea ice states between the models, robust commonal-
ities have been found for the predictability signal of some regions: a winter SIE reemergence
in the Baffin Bay and GIN seas, and a summer SIV reemergence in the Barents, Kara and
Chukchi seas.
I Is there a dependence of potential predictability on the initial
sea ice state?
The start dates of the idealized predictions from the APPOSITE project were chosen to
cover a wide range of different sea ice and AHT states and to be sufficiently separated in time
along the present-day control simulation to be considered as independent (Day et al., 2016).
Correlating the initial SIE and SIV states with the SIE ensemble spread at different lead
times has shown that the initial state can significantly condition the level of skill: the larger
the SIE and SIV at initialization, the larger the potential predictability. This illustrates
how crucial it is to include as many start dates as possible to smooth out the dependence of
predictability on the initial sea ice state and thus produce robust estimates of predictability
or level of skill.
I What are the main mechanisms of sea ice predictability at re-
gional scale for EC-Earth?
The analysis of the regional sea ice predictability has demonstrated that Arctic regions
can be classified according to three distinct regimes: (1) in the majority of the peripheral
basins of the Atlantic sector, the melt-to-freeze memory reemergence dominates, which could
be associated with the persistence of local oceanic thermal anomalies; (2) in the central Arctic
basins, a reemergence of predictability occurs during the summer and is associated with
the large SIT persistence in the central Arctic; (3) in the Labrador Sea, the predictability
reemergence is related to the persistence of ocean heat content anomalies in the subpolar
gyre, which are mostly local in the first winter and advected from the Irminger Sea and
Eastern North Atlantic in the second and third winters, respectively.
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· Identifying and estimating different sources of Arctic sea ice
forecast biases
I How does an inconsistency between the initial conditions of the
different model components affect the development of the Arctic sea
ice biases during the first forecast month?
A large mismatch was found in Chapter 4 between the sea ice and ocean initial conditions
in two sets of seasonal predictions run with EC-Earth3.2, initialized on May 1st and on
November 1st, respectively. For both, the incompatibility occurs because the ocean initial
state (from ORAS4) is too warm across the whole Arctic for the overlaying sea ice conditions
(from an in-house reconstruction). The initial ocean impacted the forecast by producing a
fast sea ice melting, which was of larger amplitude in November due to the opposing effect
of the sudden melting and the seasonal sea ice expansion. To understand how much SIV
loss can be accounted for by the excessive heat in the ocean, we computed the differences in
ocean heat content in the mixed layer between ORAS4 and the in-house reconstruction from
which the sea ice initial conditions are extracted, and estimated the maximum volume of
sea ice that it could melt. This budget could explain the SIV melting in the Baffin Bay and
Greenland Sea, but not over other regions, such as the Barents, Kara, Chukchi and Bering
Seas, where the underestimated SIC anomalies developing during the first forecast month
seem to be associated with systematic model errors. A mismatch between the initial sea
ice and atmosphere was also identified, but it was found to play a small contribution to the
initial forecasted sea ice melting, mainly because of the low air heat capacity.
I How does the model drift compete with the initial conditions
inconsistency to generate the first month sea ice biases?
The initial conditions inconsistency impacts the sea ice bias beyond the first forecast day.
A comparison between the patterns of SIC forecast bias and the patterns of initial conditions
inconsistency on one hand, or the patterns of model systematic error on the other hand
showed that the initial conditions inconsistency dominates the bias during the first 25 (19)
days in May (November), while the model systematic error dominates the bias afterwards.
In the Baffin Bay and the Greenland Sea, the forecast error is still mostly explained by
the initial shock by the end of the month, which suggests that such initialization errors can
affect the quality of the seasonal predictions. The forecast bias has not reached the model
attractor by the end of the month.
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¸ Quantifying and comparing the Arctic sea biases and prediction
skill of three seasonal forecast systems initialized through different
strategies
I Should we systematically expect a reduction of the model in-
herent biases with a strong nudging?
In chapter 5, two different consistent ocean-sea ice initialization strategies were designed,
only differing in the strength of their ocean surface restoring towards ORAS4 (strong vs
weak). Sea ice biases are reduced for the reconstruction with the weak restoring coefficient
compared to a historical experiment, i.e. still too much ice but to a lesser extent, while
the biases have opposite sign with the strong nudging, i.e. deficit in sea ice. The biases
of opposite sign for the strong nudging reconstruction are derived from an inconsistency
between the ocean and sea ice fields in ORAS4, which are due to the lack of a sea ice model
in ORAS4. To constraint ORAS4 towards the SIC observations, an ad-hoc algorithm is used
instead, which works as follows: SST is systematically set at the freezing point whenever the
observed SIC > 55%, while SST is nudged towards observed SSTs whenever observed SIC <
55%. This method does not prevent the SST from being above the freezing point when there
is sea ice with observed SIC < 55%. This algorithm leads to a warm bias in ORAS4 over
some locations, and a strong constraint of the ocean towards ORAS4 produces an ocean and
sea ice state with a deficit of sea ice and too warm ocean in the North Pole. These initial
biases which are not aligned with the inherent model bias lead to a strong forecast drift.
I Which initialization strategy leads to the lowest forecast sea ice
bias? Does a strong restoring coefficient to produce the initial con-
ditions reduce the subsequent forecast sea ice biases in comparison
to a weak nudging?
During the first week after initialization, the forecast sea ice bias depends mostly on the
sea ice reconstruction used as initial conditions, with the prediction using ORAS4 as the
initial ocean showing the lowest error. This is due to a compensation of errors between its
sea ice and ocean initial conditions. After 20 days, this prediction and the one initialized
from the strong nudging coefficient reconstruction converge. This convergence illustrates the
key role of the initial ocean, which is close for both predictions, on the sea ice state. The
prediction initialized from the reconstruction with a weak restoring coefficient shows a larger
error than the other two, since the weak ocean nudging kept the reconstruction closer to
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the model attractor (i.e. the error in the historical experiment). In the Atlantic sector, the
prediction initialized from the strong nudging reconstruction is the one exhibiting the lowest
SIC and SST biases in both DJF and MAM. On the Pacific coast, it is the one initialized
from ORAS4 ocean and the sea ice from the weak nudging reconstruction which provides
the best SIC and SST climatological estimates. This indicates, once again, that constraining
the initial ocean closer to observations helps reducing the sea ice biases, and therefore, using
a reconstruction with strong ocean nudging or an interpolated reanalysis at initialization is
more efficient for minimizing forecast biases.
I Is there an initialization method that outperforms the others in
terms of sea ice forecast skill?
For the whole Arctic, no significant differences were found between the sea ice skill
of the three forecast systems. However, during the first two forecast months, all three
systems showed significantly improved SIE skill when compared to the historical experiments.
Regionally, the Labrador Sea outstands as the only basin with a significant improvement in
skill for the three systems when compared to the historical during the whole prediction
(7 months). For the rest of peripheral seas, the significant benefits of initialization last
between 2-3 months. The system directly initialized from ORAS4 has significantly higher
skill than the other two in the Bering Sea during DJF and the Sea of Okhotsk during
MAM. For the other regions no significant differences in skill among the forecast systems
are found for either of the two seasons. Regionally, the best performing systems in terms
of SIC skill do not correspond with the best ones for SST. Our analysis suggests that a
larger sample (more ensemble members and/or start dates) is needed to identify more robust
significant differences between the three forecast systems. It also implies that for prediction
systems covering relatively short training periods and with a relatively small ensemble size,
the methodological choices herein tested for initialization do not influence substantially the
forecast skill.
6.2 Perspectives
The mechanisms proposed in Chapter 3 (reemergence of predictability in the MIZ due to
ocean thermal anomalies, reemergence of predictability in the Central Arctic thanks to SIT
persistence and memory reemergence in the Labrador Sea related to advection of SST anoma-
lies) have been identified in EC-Earth. It remains to be investigated whether these mecha-
nisms are present in the other APPOSITE models, as well as whether there is a dependency
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of these mechanisms on the model background state. Additionally, some of these predictabil-
ity mechanisms might be misrepresented, or represented differently in the various EC-Earth
forecast systems analyzed in Chapter 4 and 5, due to the effect of their systematic model
biases. Understanding whether (and in this case why) this happens would be of great interest
to understand the limitations that current prediction systems face.
The level of potential predictability that has been estimated in Chapter 3 seems higher
than the level of skill estimated in Chapters 4 and 5, which indicates that there is potential
room for improvement. In order to make a fair comparison between the predictive capacity
and the potential predictability obtained in a perfect model approach, two different experi-
ments with the same forecast system could be conducted, as in Bushuk et al. (2019). These
"twin" experiments would open the possibility to investigate robustly whether the mecha-
nisms of potential predictability identified for EC-Earth are also present under non-perfect
initialization. They would also allow to quantify how far the forecast skill in real hindcasts
is from the one in idealized ones, through sensitivity experiments to the initial conditions.
A complementary experiment would consist of degrading the initial conditions used in the
perfect model initialization setup to match the levels of observational uncertainty present
in real hindcasts. The impact of the initial observational uncertainty on the prediction skill
could then be mapped.
To further understand the physical processes behind the model biases, the experiments
from Chapters 4 and 5 can be further exploited. Additional focus could be put on the
chronology of the development of the forecast biases, namely whether the sea ice biases
are established slightly before the ocean ones or viceversa in the adjustment towards the
systematic model error. This would allow to determine causes and consequences in the
development of the model inherent biases. As there was a limitation in the number and
frequency of the output variables in the forecast analyzed in Chapter 4, a deeper analysis
on the mechanisms leading to its sea ice forecast biases would require to produce equivalent
simulations with a complete set of ocean and sea ice variables at daily (or even subdaily)
output.
In Chapter 5, the impacts of native and non-native sea ice-ocean initialization on the sea
ice bias and skill have been compared. However, the potential added-value of using initial
conditions from a native atmosphere has not been estimated, which could be particularly
important during the first days of the forecast. A robust assessment of the impact of initial-
ization inconsistencies between the atmosphere and other model components would require a
comparison of Chapter 5 experiments with another forecast system produced with consistent
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(and native) atmosphere, sea ice and ocean initial conditions.
Non-native and inconsistent initial conditions between model components have been
shown to be detrimental to forecast quality. The latest developments for EC-Earth are
heading towards a strongly coupled data assimilation system, which aims at reducing initial
shocks by building consistent information at initialization. This will definitely allow to in-
vestigate if a strong assimilation towards observational data has a beneficial effect, without
the presence of initial shocks.
Analysis in Chapter 5 has shown how some inconsistencies between the sea ice bound-
ary conditions and the reconstructed SSTs in ORAS4 can be inherited when producing
in-house reconstructions, in particular when strong nudging coefficients are considered. Un-
like ORAS4, the production of the new ORAS5 reanalysis includes the LIM2 sea ice model.
This augurs the end of inconsistencies between the reanalyzed surface temperatures and sea
ice cover in the polar regions. Hence, it is envisaged to repeat the set of reconstructions and
hindcasts using the strong nudging to ORAS5, to see if in this case more clear improvements
with respect to the other initialization strategies are identified.

Appendix
This appendix includes the additional figures mentioned along this thesis, which provide
supportive information to the different results discussed in chapters 3 to 5.
Extra figures for Chapter 3
SIE SIV AHT SIE/SIV trend AHT Trend
2120 7(H) 10(H) 1.5(H) D D
2132 6.3(M) 5(M) 1.6(H) D D
2140 7(H) 7(H) 0.8(L) D I
2156 7(H) 8.6(H) 0.6(L) D I
2190 6(M) 6(M) 1.1(M) I I
2220 4.9(L) 3.5(L) 1.3(M) D-I I
2237 5.2(L) 3.5(L) 1.5(H) I D
2260 5.5(L) 5.5(M) 1.1(M) D-I D
2294 6.5(H) 7.5(H) 1.4(H) D D
Table A.1: Table summarizing the reasons for the choice of the different start dates in
EC-Earth2.3. These focus on the Arctic SIE (in millions of square kilometers), SIV (in
thousands of cubic kilometers) and Atlantic heat transport (AHT) into the Arctic (in PW),
at the start of the prediction in July, and their correspondent trends. Here, H is high, M is
medium, L is low, I is increasing, and D is decreasing.
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Figure A.1: SIV persistence for the (a) Central Arctic, (b) Canadian Archipelago, (c)
Beaufort Sea, (d) East Siberian Sea and (e) Laptev Sea. Correlations were calculated using
the ControlRun during the three subsequent years. The dots represent significant values at
the 95% level as estimated from a one-sided student-T distribution.
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(e) (f)
Figure A.2: SIE ControlRun autocorrelation of the anomalies for each month against
increasing lead times. Numbers along the horizontal axis indicate the lead time (in months)
from the start date indicated on the vertical axis.
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Figure A.3: SIV ControlRun autocorrelation of the anomalies for each month against
increasing lead times. Numbers along the horizontal axis indicate the lead time (in months)
from the start date indicated on the vertical axis.
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Figure A.4: Pan-Arctic SIA daily climatology (1993-2008) for (a) May and (b) November
for PRED (dark blue), RECON (light blue) and HIST (orange).
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Figure A.5: Evolution of SST forecast errors for the predictions initialized in May. SST
difference between PRED initialized in May and RECON (PRED minus RECON, left col-
umn) and the model systematic error (HIST minus RECON, right column) for lead times
10 and 30 for the period 1993-2008. The green line represents RECON sea ice edge (15%
SIC) climatology in all panels. For the first row, the purple line represents ORAS4_ice sea
ice edge. For the second to fourth rows, the purple line represents the sea ice edge of PRED
(left column) and HIST (right column). For all panels blue colours represent areas where
RECON has colder SST than the corresponding experiment, while red colours show warmer
SST for RECON.
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Figure A.6: IIEE maps for lead time 181.
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Figure A.7: SIC difference between Recon_sn and ORAS4 for November 1st averaged over
the period 1988-2012.
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List of acronyms
AA Arctic amplification
ACC Anomaly Correlation Coefficient
AEE Absolute Extent Error
AHT Atlantic Heat Transport into the Arctic
APPOSITE Arctic Predictability and Prediction on Seasonal-to-Interannual Timescales
DFS Drakkar Forcing Set
DJF December-January-February
ECMWF European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
EnKF Ensemble Kalman Filter
ENSO El Niño–Southern Oscillation
ESA European Space Agency
GHG Greenhouse Gas
ICs Initial Conditions
IFS Integrated Forecasting System
IIEE Integrated Ice Edge Error
ITD Ice Thickness Distribution
LIM Louvain-la-Neuve Sea Ice Model
MAM March-April-May
ME Misplacement Error
MIZ Marginal Ice Zone
NAO North Atlantic Oscillation
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NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NEMO Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean
NSIDC National Snow and Ice Data Center
ORAS4 Ocean Reanalysis System 4
PPP Prognostic Potential Predictability
RMSE Root Mean-Square Error
SAT Surface Air Temperature
SD Standard Deviation
SIA Sea Ice Area
SIC Sea Ice Concentration
SIE Sea Ice Extent
SIT Sea Ice Thickness
SIV Sea Ice Volume
SST Sea Surface Temperature
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